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Kemper case will end soon

LU Debate sent two teams
to the nation's most prestigious tournament, The
National Debate Tournament. The team may capture the nation's number
one ranking. See Page 2.

By BEN LaFROMBOIS

LU Players Club added a
parcourse to the physical
education department. The
parcourse provides an economical exercise structure.
See Page 3.

Opinion
Why are conservatives,!
conservative? Dale Johnston explains the thought I
behind conservatism. See I
Page 5.
Dr. Falwell candidly answers questions from students. See Pages 6 and 7.
Power team demonstrates feats of physical
strength to open doors to
evangelization. See Page
9.

Editor
In a recent interview, Roy Grutman, chief counsel for Liberty University in its arbitration with Kemper,
explained the development and possible outcome of the case .
The case hinges on whether Kemper made a firm commitment to purchase the bonds or agreed to a "best
efforts," Grutman explained. A firm
commitment would have obligated
Kemper to underwrite the bond issue,
accepting complete risk for the $61
million issuance.
With a best efforts "the underwriter
is not required to underwrite any part
of the unsold bonds," Grutman explained. A best efforts agreement
would have placed the responsibility
and liability for all unsold bonds with
Liberty.
Liberty was given a firm written
commitment by Kemper to underwrite and accept liability for the en-

Twenty-five million would have
been a cash payment; $25 million
would have been paid with bonds,
and $25 million would have been
paid over time.
The deal with Kemper was initiated when Kemper agreed in writing
to make a firm commitment to purchase the bonds rated at "AA" and
"A" by Duff and Phelps, one of the
top three American companies that
rate bond issues.
The problem at Kemper occurred
when the then head of Kemper's
division that deals with bond issues,
James Breslin, attempted to sell the
entire issue to one investor. Breslin
had never underwritten an issue before and attempted to save himself
and Kemper after the sale "floundered," Grutman commented.
Breslin was removed from his
position after the top level execu-

Grutman is one of the best

See Bonds, Page 4

By BEN LaFROMBOIS
Editor

Providing legal counsel for Robert
Guccione of Penthouse magazine
fame and then representing Dr. Jerry
Falwell is a transition made by only
one man—Roy Grutman. Grutman
is currently representing Liberty
University before the American Arbitration Association.
Norman Roy Grutman is considered one of the five leading attorneys
in the nation and perhaps the outstanding litigator alive today. He is
considered by many to be a genius.
FalwelTs first contact with Grutman came in 1979 when Falwell sued
Penthouse for publishing an interview that Falwell did not want to
appear in the magazine. Falwell had
given the interview for a legitimate
magazine and Guccione had, with-

out permission from Falwell, purchased the interview and printed it in
Penthouse.
"The interview was accurate and
did appear in the pages," Grutman
said. Grutman won, and Falwell
noticed his abilities as a trial attorney.
After the trial, Falwell told Grutman, "You're a great lawyer," Grutman said. Falwell told the attorney,
with tongue in cheek, that he would
call the lawyer if he got in trouble,
Grutman explained.
Less than a year later, Falwell
contacted Grutman to represent him
in a case against Larry Flynt.
Grutman's growing association
with die conservative leader did not
please Guccione, who forced Grut-

See Grutman, Page 4

Buchanan, Wemp highlight ceremonies
By JEFFREY A. COTA and dents alike.
PAMELA WALCK
'"Well, Glory!' Everyone always

Sports
Hank Aaron makes a
guest appearance at the
Candler's Mountain Road
Arby's for a Big BrotherBig Sister benefit program.
See Page 10.
The men's and women's
basketball teams have
signed promising recruits
and look forward to the
1992-1993 season. See
Page 11.
Since receiving Christ as
personal Lord and Savior,
Darryl Strawberry leads LA
both on the field and off.
See Page 12.

tire issue, Grutman stated. In the late
fall of 1990, "the senior-most people
at Kemper attempted to force Falwell
to sign a letter indicating Kemper
agreed to a best efforts," rather than a
firm commitment, he said.
"Liberty refused to commit economic suicide," Grutman added.
"Liberty made an heroic effort to seek
some kind of compromise" while
Kemper deceptively taped a phone
call with a Liberty official in order to
attempt to obtain a statement that
would have put Liberty at a disadvantage while Kemper was trying to
convert what was a firm written commitment to a best efforts. This "clandestine" Kemper ploy was unsuccessful, Grutman said.
Previous to the renege, Kemper had
agreed in writing to underwite $61
million in bonds. The financing would
have allowed Liberty to purchase its
campus from Old Time Gospel Hour
for $75 million.

i

knew how he would begin every appearance in chapel," Ann Wharton,
associate professor of journalism,
said. "He always praised the Lord
and encouraged us to become involved
in soul winning."
Commencement will also be held
in the Vines Center at 10 a.m. Saturday, May 9 where Buchanan will
address the graduates and their families, •
"I wasreallysurprised when I found
out Pat Buchanan was coming to
speak," Amanda Schweinsburg, a Dr. C. Sumner Wemp
graduating senior, said. "Because I Former VP of spiritual affairs
was the copy editor for The Cham- Republic of China. In addition, he
pion, I found out the night before attended summits with former Presieveryone else and it was hard to keep dent Reagan.
Buchanan graduated from Georthe secret"
Buchanan, a conservative newspa- getown University with honors in
per columnist for more than 17 years, 1961 and received his master's deis a Washington D.C. native who has gree in journalism at Columbia Uniauthored two books, been senior versity in 1962.
adviser to three presidents and acAfter graduation from Columbia,
companied former President Nixon he was chosen as the youngest editoon his famed trip to the People's rial writer for the St. Louis Globe

The 1992 Liberty University graduates will be addressed by Dr. C.
Sumner Wemp during the Baccalaureate service and by Patrick J.
Buchanan during thcCom menccmen t
service.
Baccalaureate will be held in the
Vines Center at 7 p.m. Friday, May 8
when long-time LU vice president of
spiritual affairs, Wemp, will address
approximately 2,000LU graduates.
Wemp, presently living in Dallas,
Texas, has provided Christian universities with a personal example of his
spiritual walk for more than 30 years.
Before his 16 year tenure at Liberty, Wemp was the president of
Southeastern Bible College in Birmingham , Ala. Wemp served there
for ~ years.
Previous to SBC, Wemp was a
professor of religion at Moody Bible
Institute.
Known for his chapel introduction
of "Well, glory," Wemp was a campus favorite among faculty and stu-

Patrick J. Buchanan
Presidential candidate
Democrat and three years later began his political career as a full-time
staffer for Nixon.
Buchanan was one of the 15-member official delegation to accompany
former President
Nixon to the
People's Republic of China and also
attended the final Moscow-Yalta
summit in 1974 with the former
president.
He also attended the Geneva and

Reykjavik summit meetings with
former President Reagan and former
Soviet Prime Minister Mikhail Gorbachev.
Buchanan, 54, has authored two
books, Conservative Votes, Liberal
Victories (1975) and Right from the
Beginning (1988). He has also written a syndicated newspaper column
since 1975.
Buchanan began a career in television by hosting CNN's "Crossfire"
from 1982 to 1985 and again from
1987 until 1991 when he announced
his bid for the GOP presidential
nomination.
Since then, Buchanan has continued his campaign for the presidential
nomination and plans on finishing
out the primaries, remaining involved
in the conservative cause.
The president's reception for all
graduates and family members will
be held in the new cafeteria and will
immediately follow commencement Graduates and family members can get their pictures taken with
Dr. and Mrs. Jerry Falwell.

Students excel
at Christian service
By REBEKAH HURST

Special
Olympics

Champion Reporter

A volunteer from C&P
telephone company
celebrates the thrill of
victory with a Special
Olympian after winning
an event Saturday
afternoon.
photo by tkHUIw

Olympics offer unique opportunity
By PAMELA WALCK
News Editor

The Liberty University Psychology Club hosted the Summer Sports
Special Olympics lastSaturday, from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. More than 250
unique athletes participated in various track and field events on the
Matthes-Hopkins Track.
The athletes, ranging in ages from
eight to 64, competed in events such
as the 50 meter walk, 400 meter dash,
200 meter elderly walk, the high jump,
standing long jump and the 25 meter
wheelchair race — to name a few.
The special Olympians, hailing
from Area 24, comprised of seven
local counties in Central Virginia,
were excited about the chance to come
to Liberty and participate in the Special Olympics.
"This is a new environment for
them to venture out into," Dayle
Withers, a Recreational Aid for Area

24, said. 'They get to see a whole new
world."
The day was highlighted with the
opening ceremony in which Dr. Jerry
Falwell and two local Lynchburg Red
Sox players participated, followed by
the various track and field events and
the closing ceremony where the olympians were awarded. The winners of
Saturday's events will go on to the
state finals in Richmond.
An estimated 150 people from Lynchburg community attended, as well
as over 250 volunteers, coaches and
family members.
"I'm very pleased with the turnout
and the facility," Deborah Hemdon,
an Area 24 Coordinator, said.
"More people came than I expected," Amy Wagner, the newlyelected president of the Psychology
Club, said. "Everyone has been so
supportive. Groups like Circle K and
Habitat for Humanity have gotten in-

'

volved. I think it's been great"
Psychology club members became
involved by volunteering as "buddies" and "huggers."
Each buddy was assigned two athletes. It was the responsibility of the
buddy to get the athletes to the events
on time. Huggers were there to give
hugs of encouragement to the athletes
after they crossed the finish line.
"It's been great working with these
athletes today," Steve DeVries, a
Special Olympics buddy, said.
Pat Davis, one of DeVries' buddies,
simply stated, "I like it," with a grin.
The coordinators for the event were
very pleased with the outcome of die
event, considering that only a few
weeks ago a location for the Special
Olympics was not finalized.
"We normally ask six to eight
months in advance of the event when
we are looking for a host," Anne
Mauox, volunteer co-event director,

said. "We were planning on going to
Lynchburg College when we had a
schedule change, and LC had to
cancel."
With the site unknown, Mattox and
a group of volunteers began seeking
for a host in the area that could best
provide the facilities for the events.
At that time the LU Psychology
club got involved and volunteered to
host the event.
"One of our students is involved
with Special Olympics and thought
that this would be something that the
club would want to get involved with,"
Dr. Nancy A. Anderson, adviser of
the Psychology club, said."It was then
that we decided we wanted to host."
"That was the first time that we
ever had a group come to us and ask
to host," Mauox said.
The aquatic Summer Sports Special Olympics will be held Saturday
May 2 at the Lynchburg YMCA.

A number of students have excelled
in their Christian Service responsibilities this year, but there are seven
people who have stood out in their
particular field of service:
Daniel Fox, Alexander McFarland,
Stacy Hassel, Angela Hook, Michelle Simmerson, Terry Hassel and
Ashley Trunell.
Fox has helped in a sports league
by coaching football, soccer, basketball, and is now coaching baseball.
He began this work last August as a
sophomore at Liberty. He said that
the reason he enjoys his work is because of his love for children.
'They (the kids) are awesome. I
enjoy coaching them a lot, and I want
to be a children's pastor because I
love kids," Fox said.
McFarland, another outstanding
worker, has been involved in the
prison ministry at Thomas Road
Baptist Church.
The group of which he is a part
goes to area prisons as far as 70 miles
away, where he plays the guitar, sings
and preaches. The ministry is under
the direction of Roy Newman, head
of TRBC Liberty Prison Outreach.
McFarland, a pastoral student, has
worked with the ministry for almost a
year. His favorite part of the ministry
is preaching.
"God called me to be a preacher,
and I'm most content when I'm
preaching and seeing people get
saved," he said.
Hassel has done her Christian Serv-

ice this semester as a tutor for a first
grader. She was contacted by an LU
secretary who asked her to help tutor
the student in math and spelling.
Hook , who has completed her
student teaching, is also involved in
the tutoring program. She is a thirdyear student who enjoys working oneon-one with people.
"It's really good experience working with someone on an individual
basis," she said.
Simmerson does her Christian Service with first grade Sunday School,
Awanas, and fourth to sixth graders
on Wednesday nights at Thomas
Road. Simmerson began her work
this past semester.
Although GNED is Simmerson's
official Christian Service, she realized that she neededtoget involved in
the ministry because of her active
work with children in her church at
home.
Simmerson loves children and feels
that this is the way that she can best
get involved as well as gains experience for her elementary education
major.
"I love it. I just enjoy kids so much.
When kids come up and hug you and
talktoyou, it is greattoknow that you
are making a difference," Simmerson
said.
Hassel and Trunell, who were
unabletobe contacted for comments,
were two others who did outstanding
work in theirChristian Service. Hassel
works on an internship in the Christian Service office and Trunell works
with the Old Dominion Job Corp.
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Women's shelter provides
alternative to spouse abuse
By MARILYN GLASGOW

YWCA Family Violence Prevention
Program and Lynchburg Covenant
Women who are victims of abuse Fellowship, which acts as the landneed protection, support and counsel lord and maintains the complex.
to break the cycle of violence in their
The rules which residents are exlives. A task force of community pected to adhere to are strict, Borland
agencies in Lynchburg recognized said. They have been developed for
the safety and
the need, and in
mm^^^^_^mmmmmim
well-being of
1987, estab"It doesn't make any all residents
lished Carey
their famiHouse, a 12difference how much and
lies. For exunit apartment
money you make, what ample, known
complex which
provides a tranrace you are, what re- abusers are not
permitted on
sitional living
ligion or culture you the premises,
program for
are. Men from all walks and any guests
abused women
who visit must
and their chilof life abuse their be escorted to
dren.
and from the
wives."
Cheryl
entrance by the
- Cheryl Borland
Borland, who is
resident they
responsible for
Program coordinator
are visiting.
program and
~^^"" ^ — — — — ^ —
Champion Reporter

counseling at the facility, said: "Carey
House is government-subsidized
housing in which the subsidy remains
with the apartment rather than with
the resident."
Residents are expected to make arrangements for future living accommodations and financial sources
within one year.
Carey House is operated by three
entities: the Lynchburg Redevelopment & Housing Authority, the

Residents are also required to meet
with the Carey House staff on a regular basis.
Abused women who come to Carey
House are from a wide variety of
backgrounds contrary to the popular
misconception that abused women
are poor and uneducated. Any woman
can become an abused woman.
"It doesn't make any difference
how much money you make, what
race you are, what religion or culture

T.C. Miller building is site
for new elementary school
Miller Elementary School for InnoBy TIM PIERCE
vation.
City News Editor
Parents interested in enrolling their
The Lynchburg School Board
approved plans for an elementary children should be able to apply for
magnet (accelerated curriculum) admission in early 1993.
In other business, the board apschool to be located in the T.C. Miller
building last Tuesday during its proved a 1992-93 school-year budget
of nearly $46 million, a 4.39 percent
monthly business meeting.
The school will begin with 300 increase. The budget allocated a 4.5
students from the Lynchburg area. A percent increase to teachers who have
task force recommended that the not received a cost-of-living increase
name of the school be called T.C. in two years.

you are," Borland said. "Men from
all walks of life abuse their wives."
Women who endure such treatment
sometimes stay with the abuser for
years before they finally make the decision to leave. Borland said that one
of the most commonly stated reasons
for staying is, "I still love him."
"Often, they don't believe they
could financially support themselves," she said. "Sometimes they
feel like they are breaking moral or
religious codes either within their family grouping, their culture or their
church background."
Borland explained that sometimes
counselors who haven't had any education in domestic violence tell a
woman that her husband will get better and stop abusing her if she will go
home and be an obedient wife. She
dismissed that theory.
"He will never just get better,"
Borland said. "Some men do eventually seek help on their own, but most
of time, the man seeks help only when
the court has intervened."
"The other real deterrent to domestic violence is a separation," Borland
said. "But this is a very difficult thing
for both parties."
Borland quoted one woman who
said, "Something snapped inside of
me after being abused. I knew that as
soon as I had a chance, I was getting
out, and I was never going back."
Women should look for signs of
violence while they are dating.
Borland said, "If a relationship has
any violence in the beginning, it will
get worse. Do not think that marriage
will change him for the better. It will
almost certainly change him for the
worse. If he does abuse you, you are
already an abused woman and should
seek help."
Fortunately, Carey House is available for women in crisis and offers
another alternative to abuse.. According to Family Violence Prevention
literature, women do have a choice,
and they do not have to suffer abuse.

photo by JoHray A. Cou

Jodl Hostettler, Katie Underwood and Deanna Saylor (I to R) play Nella Andrews, Miss
Mable Manning and Miss Castle, repectlvely, In the one-act play "Consolation" written
by Charles George, directed by Robin Jordon. "Consolation," was one of two one-act
plays directed by students. The other play, "Plaza Suite," was written by Nell Simon,
directed by Monica Royer. The plays were performed Thursday In the Lloyd Theater.

LU debate team seeks top rank,
looks forward to bright future
By PAMELA WALCK

years.
National rankings are not availThe nationally top- ranked LU De- able, but Pierpoint expects the team
bate team had four team members to place either first or second in the
qualify and participate at the National nation.
Debate Tournament in Oxford, Ohio,
As the semester comes to a close,
hosted by the University of Miami, she looks forward to the fall semester
Ohio, earlier this month.
and all it has to bring.
Divided into two teams, Michael
"I'm very positive about the future
Hall and Tim Edwards (team 1) and of the team. I have many returning
David Kester and Lay la Hi n ton (team varsity people and a couple of junior
2), the four debaters performed well varsity students moving up," she said.
at the national level, though a na- "Our success for next year will be
tional ranking has not been an- based on a good retention range of
nounced.
returning debaters and few students
"They did well," she said. "Each graduating."
year we make improvements com"I'm hoping that there will be freshpared to how we've done in past men coming in with high school exNews Editor

! !

Congratulations
Eric Warner
We are proud of you.
Love,"Mom, Dad, Paul, Jim, Wendy,
and Matthew

Congratulations
Tammy B.
You made it!
You'll be a great teacher. We Love You.
Daddy, Mommy, Mary Beth

Michael,
Congratulations on Graduation Day.
With vision; your goals will be achieved.
Press on: Nothing in the world can take
the place of persistence. Talent will not;
unrewarded genius is almost a proverb.
Education alone will not; the world is full of
educated edrelicts. Persistence and
determination alone are omnipotent.
Philippians 4:13
Dad, Mom, & Erik Mendoza

perience in debate, though that is not
necessary, that will get involved in
our team," she said.
Pierpoint also commented that she
was pleased with the performance of
the novice debaters this year and has
many moving up to the JV level.
There are two debate teams, the
traveling debate team and the campus
team, known as the LU Forum.
Any students interested in getting
involved in the debate team for next
year can contact Pierpoint at Ext.
2080.
The LU Forum will have its last
debate on "the role of athletics in an
academic institution," Tuesday, April
28 at 7 p.m. in DeMoss Hall 160.

•
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Michelle,

CONGRATULATIONS
KIM SIMPSON
YOU ARE A GREAT YOUNG LADY
AND WE LOVE YOU!
JOSHUA 1:8
LOVE, MOM & DAD

We as parents can only extend expressions of
gratitude to you for all the hard work and effort
you have displayed for the past four years at
Liberty. Realizing that children are a heritage
of the Lord, we feel that He sent a special
blessing to our home when you were born.
Our only future dream for you would be that
you take the Biblical principles taught and
apply them to your daily life, always making
Jesus Christ "Lord" in everything you attempt
to accomplish. We are so proud of you!

Congratulations

P.S. One thing to cross off your long list!!!!

Wendi Lee
CONGRATULATIONS
MELODY

You're a living answer to our
prayers and a fulfillment of our
dreams. Thanks for being such a
blessing to God and to us.
Love, Mom & Dad

I knew you could do it.
From a proud and loving husband,
Glenn

TEDDY
No more laundry, no more checks,
No more midnight calls collect.
Now the only thing you lack
Just get a job and pay us back!
Congratulations!
Love, Mom & Dad

*

Congratulations
Heather Paige Manley!
We are very proud of you!

t Love,

Daddy, Mother, and Aaron H. Manley

'•

Congratulations %gbb Cropp

Tuesday, April 28,1992. Paoa a

LU Aviation Club offers flying fun
By SCOn SCHWARTZ
Champion Reporter

The LU Aviation Club gives students a chancetosee the world from
a completely new perspective. The
club, which is not restricted to pilots,
is comprised of approximately 15
members.
"It's not just for pilots. The idea is
to get people together, whether they
be pilots involved in some other
aviation field or just people who are
interested at all in airplanes," Jim
McClay, vice president of the Aviation Club, said.
"It's a good place to meet people
and to have a good time," he added.
The officers of the club include
President Greg Peterson and the vice
presidents Mark Kenny and McClay.
McClay is a pilot, who has had an
interest in aviation since he was a

child.
"Flying is very rewarding," he
said. "I've always loved airplanes,
and when the opportunity to learn
how to fly presented itself, I grabbed
it Flying just gives you a great feeling of freedom."
The club meets once each week
and has many extracurricular activities to keep members excited about
aviation and to teach them more about
theirfieldof interest Special speakers are scheduled to come in to talk to
the members about different areas of
the aviation field.
Recently, members took a trip to
the Roanoke Airport where they visited the control tower and the radar
room.
They also talked to some of the air
traffic controllers and ask any questions they might have had concern-

ing aviation as a profession.
Closer to home, the club members
havehadtheopportunitytovisitsome
areas of interest at the Lynchburg
Airport. They have toured the United
Express hangar and the USAir hangar.
The club is already planning several special activities for next semester. One of these is a short trip by
plane to an area outsideof Lynchburg. m
For a minimal fee, students will
have the opportunity to fly with a
small group to Smith Mountain Lake
or another such area where they would
land at a small nearby airport and
have a picnic and several other activities.
Students who are interested in joining the aviation club can call the club
office at extension 4011 and ask for Jim Creider
Chief flight instructor
Jim Creider.

V"
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LU Players Club opens parcourse
By RUTH GUTIERREZ
Champion Reporter

The physical education department
has a new addition to its recreational
activities.
The parcourse, an enjoyable and
economical exercise structure, was
built by members of the Players Club
in conjunction with Robert S. Bonheim, associate professor of physical
education and sponsor of the club.
The Players Club, comprised of

physical education, recreation, sports
management and health majors, is
designed for the development of the
members, providing them with job
information, as well as social and fellowship opportunities.
Tammy Erskine, secretary of the
club, said that the idea for the parcourse began two years ago.
"It's one of the biggest projects
we've done." she explained.
In the fall semester of 1991, the

and Dr. Edwin Brinkley.
Also, two LU students were honored by the National Scholastic
Honors Society, Alpha Lambda Delta.
Senior Eric Lawson was awarded
the Alpha Lambda Delta National
Senior Award, for his academic
achievements and activities in the
scholastic honors society.
LU sophomore, David Tock, was
also honored by the society, receiv-

Congratulations to....
Paul Fillmore in vffhorri
are well pleased.
Love, Dad & Mom
«& MS«

Andrea,
Super congrats on
graduating in three
Love, Dad, Mom, and the
whole state of Vermont

«

Dearest Debra Kaye It's so hard to find the words to say how we
feel at this time in your life. The Lord
answered our prayers and provided for
you to go to college and we're so thankful.
You've done a great job and we're so proud. °
Love always,
Mama and Daddv

To Jill M. Rennick, the graduate:

design and plans were completed.
in a nearby park.
Bonheim then gathered the funds
"I went to Peaks View Park and
raised by the Players Cluband bought measured the parcourse there," Erthe equipment to build the parcourse. skine said.
Some left over scratch-wood ma"We copied that (parcourse) and
terials, found in the Multi-Purpose made variations for the students
Center, were used to build the struc- here," she explained.
tures. Lowe's Hardware donated
At the present time, three or four
some of the equipment to help make stations have been built and painted
the project a success.
including the pull-up station which
The measurements for the struc- develops the biceps and forearms, as
ture duplicate one of the parcourses well as helping to strengthen the
abdominal muscles.
Also completed is the warm-up
bench for stretching hamstrings and
ing the Sophomore National Award for cooling down purposes.
The station is conveniently located
and a $100 prize for his essay on
behind the Multi-Purpose Center, next
scholastic excellence.
Sigma Tau Delta welcomed LU to the tennis courts.
Cost for the entire project, totalling
students: Elizabeth Dalenberg, Dee
Ann Flora, Elaine Graham, Joyce an estimated $300 after completion,
Kirby, John Nazigan, Tara Prowant, was planned with the help of the uniAngela Ray, Christia Schmitt, Lori versity.
Stahl and Christopher Wallis to the
In the future, more stations are
international honor society in Eng- plannedto be built throughout theLU
lish.
campus.

Sigma Tau Delta members earn awards
FROM STAFF REPORTS
Sigma Tau Delta received 10 new
members Thursday, April 23, in a
ceremony conducted by Dr. Ruth
Chamberlin, adviser of the Liberty
University Zeta Tau chapter.
Three LU professors made up a
panel addressing various topics in
"Perspectives on Literature."
The three professors were Prof.
James Nutter , Dr. Olga Kronmeyer

for graduating from Liberty, for your
newjob in fort Collins, Colorado and
Qod's Blessings on you and^Qm (Paulson
on your wedding day August 15,19921
'We are proud ofyou!
Mom&'Dad

Bev. Crumpler
, We hope, the education youVe received helps
your ftjfufe^atid helps you rtiake a difference in
someone's life. May God grant you all the
happiness and love you want. Always keep
Him first in your life and you will make a
difference. Love Mom & Dad

Craig Winters,
We are very proud of you!
Keep your eyes
upon the Lord always.
Proverbs 9:9,10
Love, Dad & Mom

May you always recognize what is
best ("excellent"). Philippians
1:9-10 paraphrased by Mom and
Dad with our love.
Congratulations Jeff Freier!
We are proud of you.
Love from Mom, Dad, Grandpa, Grandma,
Julie, Tony, Kim, Daryl, Kristin, Brandon,
Aunt Phyllis and Emily.
We wish you the best future possible.
Congratulations Sonya. We are proud of you. We
share this JOYFUL moment with you, laughing,
smiling and crying. Thank God your father taught
you; "NEVER, NEVER GIVE UP." We dedicate you
graduating Cum-Laude in memory of your Dad,
Wallace B. Adams HI.
Love,
Mom, Vicki and Neal

For all the hard work and determination
you have shown thru the years. Our hearts are filled
with love for you and praise to God. We rejoice
with you in this accomplishment. It is our privilege
and blessing to be the parents of such a fine young

Ronnie & Cheryl Clifton

Judith
Johnson
I wish you the
best in all that you
do. Thank you for
all the fun filled
memories. It's been
a great year. "Do
you like Petra?"
Melissa

Melissa Delancey
you have done an outstanding
job. Your mother and I are very
proud of you.
Love you very mucn,
Mom & Pad
Congratulations, Sheri Scharp!
We love you and we are very
proud of you.
Love,
Mom, D a d & Brian

Dear Tonya,
Congratulations!
Congratulations

We are very proud of you and we
love you. Best wishes in all of your
endeavors. God bless you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Glasha & Lara

Valorie Faith
Moore

Dear Wendy,
Congratulations!

We iove you!
Love,

Our very special
daughter
Love, Mom & Dad

Dad, Mom, Scott & Cindy
Matt. 5:14,16

i
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Students receive awards for achievements
College of Arts and Sciences
Outstanding Biology Student

• Iva Milanovic
• Deborah Ann Zook

• Deborah J. Reece
Outstanding Contribution to the
• John Bennett
The Liberty Champion
The Computer Science Award
• Jeffrey A. Cota * <
School of Business
•Natalie Boodram
Outstanding
Contribution to the
and Government
• Kirby Payne
PRAD Agency
Academic Achievement in
Outstanding Drama Students
• Christina E. Vohland
Accounting
• Dan Evangelisto
Outstanding
Contirbution to Selah
• Scott Whaley
• Shelah Simpson
• Carolyn M. Van der Veen
Health Education Major of the Year Academic Achievement in Business Outstanding Achievement in French
Management
• Maureen Herbrandson Smith
• Amy Newman
• Steven Gilliatt
History Award for Academic
Outstanding Achievement in German
Academic Achievement in Business
Achievement
• Katrina Bower
Marketing
• Lee Ann Current
Outstanding Achievement in
• Susan Steves
Outstanding Human Ecology
Spanish
Academic
Achievement in Business
Student
• Daniel Coupland
Resource Management
• Cinnomin B. Baker
Academic
Achievement in Speech
• Kimberly Gowen
Academic Achievement in Human
•
Alex
W.
Crain
Academic Achievement in Business
Ecology
Communications
Management Information Services
• Susan E. Jones
Outstanding Achievement in Debate
• W. Johnathan Retzlaff
• Judith E. Johnson
• Timothy Edwards
Academic Achievement in Business
Mathematics Award
• Michael Hall
Finance
• Russel S. Penner
• David Kester
• Evan Evans
• Brian S. Rcnshaw
Academic Achievement in
Academic Achievement in Business
Visual Artist of the Year
Telecommunications
Economics
• Tanja Pion
• Troy C. Smith
• Tammy Henry
Keyboard Student of the Year
Outstanding
Contribution to
Academic Achievement in
• Melisa Lehman
WLBU
Radio
Govememertt
Vocal Student of the Year
•Troy C.Smith
• Jeanette Lucadano
•Ami Smith
Outstanding Contribution to
Instrumental Student of the Year
WLBU TV
• Dolly Harrington
School of C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
• Mindy Currie
Music Student of the Year
Academic Achievement in
• Dolly Harrington
English Education
School of Education
Senior Nursing Student of the Year
• Rachel L.Henne
Teacher
Education Awards
• Harry Rutherford
Academic Achievement in
•
Stefanie
Chimenti
Psychology Students of the Year
Journalism

Bonds
and review of irrelevant topics is
"standard deep pocket litigation,"
tive discovered the compromising Grutman explained.
position in which Breslin had placed
Further delays causing Grutman,
Kemper. Since then, Breslin has been "great exasperation," was that arbiterminated as an employee of Kem- tration "allows the greatest possible
per, Grutman explained.
latitude" in the case. Broad latitude
After two unsuccessful trips to allows for many irrelevant topics to
Chicago to bring about a compro- be discussed, resulting in "confusion
mise, Liberty initiated a suit on Dec. expanding," Grutman commented
3, 1990, in the U.S. District Court
For these reasons the case "proba(Western District of Virginia) under bly will not be finished until the end
Judge Jackson Kiser. The suit was of May 1992," he said.
brought under seal and confidentialWithin 30 days after arguments
ity.
have been heard, each side must subThe suit was confidential due to the mit a brief. Within two weeks, the
very public nature of Liberty Univer- panel must schedule an oral argusity and Chancellor Jerry Falwell. ment by both sides. The panel must
"Liberty is not a normal business due "issue a decision not more man 30
to its high profile," Grutman ex- days thereafter," the attorney explained.
plained.
Kemper's failure to underwrite the
An indication of the amount of
issue plunged Liberty into deep fi- time Kemper has wasted and the exnancial constraints. Once the suit was tent to which they have gone to delay
initiated, a series of hearings led to the hearings is the fact that Liberty
the case being tried before the Ameri- has consumed one-third of the time
can Arbitration Association in Bos- while two-thirds has been consumed
ton.
by Kemper, Grutman explained.
Initially the bond issue was to be
He described Kemper's delays as
serviced by Christian Mutual Life In- "meandering, repetitive and irrelesurance Co. which specified that any vant."
disputes were to be settled under arPart of the motivation behind
bitration instead of with a suit, fol- Kemper's delays was "to see if Liblowing the biblical command that erty would die in the interim," GrutChristians are not to sue Christians, man said.
Grutman explained.
"The motto of the AAA (American
The agreement between Liberty and Arbitration Association) is speed,
Christian Mutual Life Insurance Co. efficiency and jui 'ice. We have not
specified thai any disagreement would received speed, but hopefully Libnot be settled in court but through a erty will receive justice," he said.
Christian arbitration association.
"Whoever wins is final" he said. If
When Kemper became involved, they Liberty wins, it will receive "whatagreed to an arbitration panel but ever the arbitrators award."
wanted an "unbiased panel," so the
Grutman broadly outlined the posAmerican Arbitration Association sibilities as follows:
was chosen.
•The Board of arbitrators could give
When the suit was filed against the $61 million loan that was promKemper, "Liberty wanted to litigate ised. The problem with this solution
in federal court where specific rules is that Liberty has fewer assets than
apply," Grutman said.
when the agreement was initially
Unlike the arbitration boards, the made, because of the Kemper-caused
federal courts and their procedures damages to Liberty.
are predictable, reviewable and offer •The board could also award mamstability, he commented. Arbitration moth damages determined by the
does not allow for appeal. Grutman is board to be equitable, meaning fair
a trial lawyer and is accustomed to and just.
the courtroom.
The losses Liberty has incurred
"Arbitration is like telling time on reach into the multi-millions and
a clock without hands," Grutman said. include losses such as the $4.3 milLiberty attempted to have the case lion in connection with the compultried in federal court, and at first it sory sale of North Campus, millions
appeared Liberty would succeed. in direct costs, additional expenses to
After losing in U.S. District Court, placate Old Time Gospel Hour crediKemper appealed, and the case was tors and The loss of revenue because
sent to arbitration in April of 1991.
of decline of LUSLLL enrollment,
At thistime,Grutman told the court caused by Kemper's renege. "The
the proceedings should be completed LUSLLL damages are very, very
"before the leaves turn or Labor Day large," Grutman said.
arrives."
Grutman hopes the case's central
From that point, "Kemper turned it issues will not be obscured and that
(the proceedings) into a farce," Grut- the board will deal equitably with
man said. A case that could have been Liberty.
sealed inside of 10 days will now
The final outcome is up to the arbitake 13 months.
tration board, which is comprised of
The courts permitted discovery, two prominent securities attorneys
meaning that each side had full ac- and one professor from the Roger
cess to the others information. Dis- Williams School of Business. Two
covery delayed the case from April to are Harvard University graduates, and
August of 1991, Grutman explained. one is a Duke University graduate,
Kemper's request for many delays Grutman explained.

Continued from Page 1
man to choose between himself and
Falwell. "Guccione blamed Falwell
for forcing Penthouse out of 7-clevcn
stores," Grutman said.
Obviously, Guccione thoughtGrutman would drop Falwell since Guccione provided $1 million in revenue
for his firm, the attorney explained.
Grutman chose Falwell and does not
regret the decision.
"People came to me after I gave up
Penthouse," he said. "Now, I have
many new and better clients because
of the decision."
Choosing Falwell may not have
been such a difficult choice, considering Grutman's personal beliefs. "I
am a Christian," Grutman explained.
"Jerry Falwell is a very special client
He is a great force in this country. He
stands for a positive morality that is
neglected and foreign in our country."
Grutman's respect reaches the personal level. "Falwell is the man I have
met that is most like myself, a bear of
a man," Grutman said. He describes
Falwell as having "courage, stamina
— he is a force of nature," he commented.
"Falwell has been a light that must
not be extinguished," he said referring to the current case.
Despite much financial risk to
himself and his firm, Grutman continues litigating the case. He will be
paid only if he wins the case against
Kemper. Originally, Liberty was to
have paid Grutman his $425 hourly
wage, which does not include any
assistants' time; but when Liberty
was unable to pay this rate, the attorney agreed to a contingency basis for
billing.
Grutman would not comment on
his compensation level, only to say
that he has spent 85 percent of his
time for the past 16-18 months on the
Liberty case. This does not include
time spent by his subordinates. The
cost to his firm reaches into the millions of dollars.
"It will be a disaster for us if we

• David Clough
• Lynly DeLacy
• Elizabeth Graham
•Rachel Henne
• Patricia Houghton
• Wendy Jauch
• Ami Smith
• Karen Smith
•Meg Waters
Sports Management Majors
of the Year
• Wendy Pulliam
• Brent Squires
Recreation Major of the Year
• Rob West
Physical Education Major of the Year
• Jon Wirsing
Exercise Science Major of the Year
• James Johnson

School of Religion
and Liberty Baptist
Theological Seminary
Outstanding Achievement in
Theology
•Marc A. Clauson
and Philosophy
• Robert C. MacSwain
Outstanding Achievement in
Biblical Studies
•Jeremy Lewis
Outstanding Achievement in
Counseling
• Randal Bryan Leonard

Spring Calendar

Continued from Page 1

— Grutman
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LU Forum:

Concert:

Tuesday, April 28, the LU Forum
will be debating the role of athletics
in academic institutions. It will be
held in DH 160 at 7 p.m.

Wednesday, April 29, AlHolley
will be in concert at the LU multipurpose center. The time is 7:30
*

v* Pur;

p.m.

For College
Students Only

don't win," He said.
"This is not an ordinary case. This
is the second hardest case of my life,"
Grutman explained. The one case
that surpasses the Liberty case was
one involving $600 million.
The case took seven to eight years
of his life and involved the mob and
a crooked judge. Grutman won.
In the Kemper case, Grutman explained that 20,000 pages of evidence have been offered before the
arbitration board and a like amount
in the depositions.
The Liberty case is not an ordinary
one for Grutman, but then neither is
Grutman an ordinary attorney.
Grutman was trained to be an attorney from the time he was 2 1/2
years old. His grandfather, a Russian
immigrant, was trained to be a lawyer.
"I took to it like a duck takes to
water. It is like a sport. You must
exercise every day." Grutman works
seven days a week from 8 a.m. until
9 p.m. He takes time out to attend
church on Sunday.
When asked about representing
Guccione, he explained that attorneys do not always get to represent
people that they like or agree with.
Grutman is probably Americs 'a leading first amendment attorney.
Before he reached the pinnacle of
his profession, Grutman attended
Yale where he graduated magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa and Scholar of
the House. Also, he was on the debate team with William F. Buckley.
Grutman received his LLB from
ColumbiaLaw School. He "acquired
skills as a trial lawyer by handling
plaintiffs' personal injury litigation
in some of the wildest and most difficult outposts of the law," as stated
by his personal fact sheet
When Dr. Falwell was asked for a
comment on Grutman, he said, "Roy
Grutman is, in my opinion, oneof the •
greatest lawyers in the world today.
He is also the most brilliant person I
have ever met. He is unequalled as an
orator. I also consider him one of my
dearest personal friends."

CHILDREN'S DAY
AT THE MARKET

"Our Favorite Customers"
Special Sale

Saturday, May 9 - 8am - 2pm

Face Painting, a Petting Zoo, BMX & Rollerblading
Freestyle Exhibitions, performances by The Branches
Karate Exhibitions, Clowns and all your favorite
Storybook Characters!!
Don't miss your chance to be part of all the fun
at this Fairytale Wonderland!
Main at 12th Street, Lynchburg (804) 847-1499

This sale is for college students only because we appreciate your business. Come on in and get your additional
20% off our already low, low prices on America's
catalogue clothing for men and women.

Valid until May 16th.

^asntbaU in Centra] yA

TGIF OUTLET
Outlets & More . (Below River Ridge Mall) 237-5614
„ Mon.-Wed. 10AM - 6PM Thur.-Sat. 10AM-8PM

* *
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V "You've seen it on LA. Law,
Now you can play it!"
I
I
The best hamburgers
I
I
and a whole lot more.
I
A Great Deal
I
I
On A Terrific Meal!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I LIMIT 1 PER COUPON. CANNOT BE
I COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER
I OFFER OR DISCOUNT. GOOD AT
I ALL LYNCHBURG LOCATIONS.
I CHEESE AND TAX EXTRA
EXPIRES MAY 31, 1992
I
h

99tf

SINGLE!

I
I
I
I
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"Paintball is America's
EASIEST growing sportr

•
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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AFTER SCHOOL SPECIAL
BEGINING MAY 11
.equipment
.field fee i
.gun rental

$

40 FREE
| Q
rounds with
<n»ingth«w««k reservation
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Alumnus finds
SGA inconsistent

Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Editor:
As an LU alumnus, but commonly
referred to in my days at LU as The
Liberty Champion news editor, I
would like to take time to comment
on the debate at LU regarding the
recent SGA election, or non-election
as the case may be.
The Champion took a consistent,
yet firm stand regarding the lack of
candidates to fill SGA offices. Once
again, however, The Champion is
s the year comes to a close, the dawn of a new
regarded as having crossed the line in
objectivity.
beginning looms ahead for seniors, for the rest of us
Newspaper editors will always
it is "one more year down." For The Champion staff itis atime
disturb
the masses, particularly those
to reflect on the semester past.
in government.
We witnessed some great accomplishments. Many dedicated
However, I would submit the purpeople have given their time and talents toward making this a
pose of The Liberty Champion is to
not only inform people of the minisbetter university. Despite some of the negative attitudes within
tries and activities at LU, but, more
the student body, many positive and encouraging things have
importantly, to be a watchdog of the
transpired.
campus government
LU sports have made a tremendous breakthrough. The men's
As I understand the debate, SGA
basketball team, under the leadership of Coach Jeff Myer, tied
senate legislation has made it a reAs the year draws to a close I was
Maine. Serving as editor of The quirement to have SGA experience in
for the biggest turnaround in NCAA history, putting Liberty
reflecting on the past four years
Champion for the past year has been order to run for an SGA office.
Jeffrey A.
basketball on the map. The hockey team is also to be com- here at Liberty.
a major learning experience. From
The Champion called this an elitCota
mended for an excellent year, not to mention both the men and
There are many people and occahearing the concerns of the students, ist measure on behalf of SGA. Thatis
Lame Duck Editor
women's track teams.
sions that come to mind that have
to working with Dr. Falwell each an argument I wholeheartedly supinfluenced
me
either
positively
or
week, there has always been some- port.
Accomplishments were also made in other areas. After public
negatively.
I'm
grateful
that
the
thing to learn.
the matter with the member of the
Those involved in SGA governprayer and demonstration, we received the necessary funds tO
positive outweighs the negative, but * ministry, I found out that it was an
Speaking of our chancellor, I hope ment however, say this is common
complete the new cafeteria; our special thanks and appreciation I believe that one particular nega- unfortunate misunderstanding. The everyone will someday realize the
sense. "You wouldn't want an inexgo to the anonymous benefactors.
tive needs serious attention; and that individual informed me that in no
sacrifices that this man has made for perienced person in SGA would you?"
the students and faculty of this instiLiberty' s nursing department deserves special recognition for I is gossip.
way was The Champion the subI am forced to rehash SGA history.
This
topic
may
seem
trivial;
tution. He has a genuine concern for I say this at theriskof offending a
ject of the disclosure.
overcoming a great obstacle by achieving national recommenhowever, the situation is intense
each person related to this ministry Christian brother, and it is not inIn effect, this individual's chardation toward accreditation.
enough that one might think that
and the welfare of the university. It
acter was attacked simply because
for that purpose. It's intended
The Champion also acknowledges the Various outreach and "Rumor Mill 101" is being offered someone involved in the discussion is a shame that many will never tended
to emphasize a point
ministry groups and the successes they have had: the group of as a course. I seriously do not be- did not pay attention to what was know of the great things he has done
During the 1987-88year,JimWhitt,
mall witnessers, who dedicated their Friday nights to working lieve the majority at LU understand being said. Although it is a simple for each of us directly or indirectly. an SGA man, was student body presiwith Lynchburg's youth,all the different groupsthat ministered this can be a serious problem, not rumor, those spreading it are mak- It has been a pleasure knowing him dent. However, as the year profor the university but for you
and working with him.
ing unfounded accusations and
gressed, people didn't think it was
during spring break and the outreach teams of the Center for only
personally as well.
I want to thank all of the editors, such a neat idea after all. Whitt was
causing damage to an innocent indiChurchMinistriesshould all be recognized for their hard work
reporters, photographers and adver- viewed as "having lost touch with LU
vidual; that, incidentally, is called
Recently, however, one particuand eagerness to spread the gospel.
tising personnel that have made this students."
slander (JOUR 403: Press Law &
lar rumor was brought to my attenyearasuccess. We'vesharedalotof
SGA has provided some new and innovative activities, such tion that could serve as an example. Ethics, look it up).
Also, must I remind SGA of the
good
times
and
a
lot
of
tension
headAccording
to
the
"rumor
mill"
a
Now
don't
get
me
wrong,
there
is
growing
discontent with the United
as the CoffeeHouse, the sand-pit volleyball courts, cooperation
aches; but we made it.
member of the ministry had disno law suit pending. It is simply an
States
Congress.
with Habitat forHumanity, late-night activities, and the list goes closed to a large number of students example of what possibly could
So, in the words of Dennis Miller,
everyone in the Congress is
on. Dave Dawson and Beth Sweeney have made significant during a gathering that two editors happen if an individual's tongue "That's the news and I—Am— notTrue,
a rascal. However, those who
strides this semester and, after a successful election, will be back on The Champion staff were dis- gets in the way of his/her brain. So Outta—Here!"
don't have the best interest of the
AAA
missed from school after digging up the moral of this story? "You can
to work even harder next fall,
country at heart develop an "inside
Words
of
Wisdom:
"'Though
the
some
dirt
learn
a
lot
from
a
dummy."
the beltway" mentality.
Gerald Smith has been a great asset to. §G A with his prayer and
mountains be shaken and the hills That mentality has given us the
My initial reaction when told of
encouragement team, With this ministry, he has effectively this "investigative reporting" was
My how time flies while you're
be removed, yet my unfailing love problems we now have.
helped many hurting and lonely Liberty students by phone and of unbelief. I had a difficult time working yourself up in a frenzy. for you will not be shaken nor my I submit the exact argument can be
mail. Heis to be commended for his love and dedication for the believing this person would say such Graduation is a mere four days away covenantofpeace be removed,' says applied to SGA. SGA's mentality,
and once again it is almost time to the Lord, who has compassion on however, could be called "Inside
a thing in public.
students here.
make the 19- hour trek home to
you."—Isaiah 54:10 (NIV)
Lo and behold, after discussing
David's Place," as SGA offices are
Many Other people have also made significant contributions,
located there.
and The Champion recognizes their achievements as well.The
Doyouwanta neat little club which
J students should also be recognized, since they are Liberty, and
has its own set of rules? Or do you
have helped to make our school what it is as much as anyone.
want people who will legitimately
By
DALE
JOHNSTON
meddling
in
his
affairs?
Hence
serve the best interests of LU?
Karl
Marx
wrote,
"A
democracy
Overall, despite the negative PR, this has been a good semesconservatism.
Special to The Champion
...
will
only
succeed
until
its
citizens
The Champion provided an exter. Although we have been through some severe problems and
Conservatives promote less gov- discover they can vote themselves cellent suggestion of appointing SGA
What is it that drives conservafaced giant obstacles, We have found God faithful and have seen tives? What is it that causes us to ernment regulation, less taxation and
money from the treasury. Then they officers through the dean of students.
Him work miracles. That just proves that even amidst trials and cringe at the thought of big govern- more freedom for every man. We will bankrupt it." The truth of the
I, however, would propose a more
tribulations, God is still in control and is watching over us.
ment, subsidies and handouts? Is it a oppose the tunneling of individual prophet's words are being proven dramatic step: disband SGA and start
Good luck to the seniors, and the rest of you have a great cold-hearted callousness that feeds responsibility to big brother govern- today on Capital Hill where appro- from scratch.
our disdain for government hand- ment and the public as a whole. This priations are the name of the game.
Curt W.Olson
summer.
in
no
individual
outs, or is there an underlying phi- results
If conservative political principals
LU Class of 1991
responsibility.
losophy that guides our beliefs?
were being adhered to, the plundering
We seek to uphold the intent of our of the federal treasury by our incumAre conservatives close-minded
individuals who aren't hip enough to founders, who, being tormented by bency driven politicians would never
be liberal, or are we rational people of big government, declared their inde- have begun.
Box 20000 Liberty University
all persuasion trying to save a coun- pendence and wrote a constitution.
True to the constitution, conser- Editor:
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001
This constitution established the re- vatives believe that the government
I am a Christian, and I would like to
try from socialism?
sponsibilities
of
government
which
it
consider
myself responsible; howThe
biggest
political
He
ever
fed
has
no
right:
to
regulate
and
insure
(804) 582-2471
to the American people is that liber- could not exceed.
banking, to regulate and subsidize ever, it is not necessarily the case that
Ben LaFrombois
Forconservatives, The Constitution farming, to regulate securities, to sub- if I vote Democratic, then I vote
als and the Democratic party stand
Editor-in-Chief
for the common man, and conserva- moves the arguments over individual sidize unemployment, to require a na- wrong.
tives care only about the rich. The programs from a standpoint of "will tionwide retirement plan, to take
Shellie Heckathorn
First perhaps it is true that a large
Chris Holden
the
program
work?"
to
"is
the
proaverage
person
has
swallowed
this
money
from
those
who
earned
it
and
percent
of "Democrats" are proGraphics Editor
Copy Editor
lie whole, like a snake would a bowl- gram within the responsibilities of the give it to those who don't, to regulate choice; this does not entail that they
Mike Gathman
Pam Walck
ing ball. This is political propaganda federal government as restricted by or provide health care, to subsidize or are murderers.
Sports
Editor
in which the Democrats regularly The Constitution?"
allow abortions, to mandate a miniSecondly, socialism mistakenly has
News Editor
Too
many
conservatives
today
are
engage.
mum
wage,
to
make
one
man
pay
for
been
confused, as in this case, with
Jeffrey
A.
Cota
Tim Pierce
caught up in the meddling process of another man's education, to mandate communism. The underlying phiThe
driving
force
of
conservaPhoto Editor
City News Editor
tism is freedom. What more could a arguing over the workability of an the maximum hours in a work week losophy of socialism is to preserve
Melissa
Birkhead
David Hart
common man desire than to be free? idea that is unconstitutional to begin and the pay for overtime, to make and protect the "rights" of others as
Ad
Production
Manager
This freedom is not only political but with. Our founders were not unknow- endowments to the arts, the Indians, well as our own, to have all things in
Feature Editor
ing of the seeping growth tendency of the Russians or anyone else.
economic freedom as well.
common, and to create better condiProf. Ann Wharton
Brandi Barnum
Government holds only the respon- tions for our livelihood, moreover,
Govemmentrepresentspowerover central government, and sought to
Adviser
Opinion
Editor
sibility to provide that one man's our survival.
many in the hands of the few. Tho- restrict it.
Champion is distributed every Tuesday while school is in session. The opinions
Despite
the
safeguard
of
checks
and
freedoms do not extend over or inmas Jefferson noted that as governAt last, although there may be some
expressed in this publication do not necessarily represent those of Liberty University
balances
placed
on
our
governmental
hibit another's and that the union of evidence of a strong national defense
ment increases, our personal freedoms decrease. New programs, pro- system, our founders knew that the sovereign states is adequately being a deterrent to those nations
posed by liberals to help the average system would be no better than the protected.
which might seek to do us harm, to
Today, the government's principal oppose such a view does not constiindividual actually do the opposite. people who comprise it They knew
They concentrate power into the that if enough bad people comprised operations consist of those not man- tute stupidity.
government, it would begin to dated by The Constitution.
Slander, not democracy, is unbibliThe Champion welcomes the right to accept, reject or regulating bureaucracies of govern- the
reach
into public funds for illegitiThe "guts" of conservatism is The cal. Furthermore, to blame the
ment These bureaucracies reduce
members of the community edit any letter received, ac- our personal freedoms while giving mate, private purposes.
Constitution. Without it, a conserva- Democrats for this country's shortto submit letters to the editor cording to the policies of The more power and wealth to the lawPresident Grover Cleveland tive has no foundation to stand on — comings without realizing and acChampion.
stated in his stand against helping a just as a Christian would have no know ledging mat we (the human race
yers and politicians.
on any subject.
The common man is then hit again deserving orphanage with federal foundation to standon withoutaBible. collectively) are at fault bespeaks of
The deadline for all letters
Letters should not exceed
with the tax bill to pay for their sala- funds that he "would not be a party to Without either, all issues become a willful ignorance, bigotry and self300 words and must be is 6 p.m. Thursday.
ries. High taxes are the ideological stealing money from one group of judgement call of which we all lack righteousness.
Please address all letters to sandbags government places on the citizens to give to another group of the wisdom and foresight to make.
signed. The Champion asks
This November, why not vote for
"Editor, The Champion" economy. They make it harder for citizens, no matter what the need or For then grappling over every public thai candidate whom you surmise will
that all letters be typed.
policy would become a burden too most benefit our country, in other
economy to run and harder for it apparent justification.
All material submitted be- and drop them off in DH109 the
to get back on its feet after falling.
Once the coffers of the federal gov- large to bear, and the sway of man's words, try bring about the greater
comes the property of The or mail to Box 22581, LibConservatives represent the best ernment are open lo the public, there unstable opinions would cause a gov- good,ratherthan vote for a label.
erty University, Lynchburg, interests for the common, middle class will be no shutting them again... It is ernment to be run on emotion and
Champion.
man. What average American doesn't not the responsibility of the impulse rather than rationale and
The Champion reserves VA, 24506-8001.
just want the government lo quit government to support its citizens!" reasoning.
Marion D. Warwick

Champion recognizes
accomplishments

A

Gossipers create trouble

Conservative defines beliefs

The Champion

The Champion
Forum Policies

\

Christians need
not be Republican
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Financial
Falwell answers
Matters
students' questions

A. No- • nor to anyone else •
ever!

Editor's Note: During the first
chapel service of the spring
semester, Chancellor Jerry
Falwell offered to answer
questions the students wrote on
cards. Most students wrote two
questions providing several
thousand questions that needed
to be sorted and categorized. The
Champion editorial staff accepted
this responsibility and spent
several Saturdays and weeknights reducing the thousands
of questions to approximately the
100 most commonly asked.
Falwell was not able to answer all
questions because of time and
legal restraints relating to the

A. Different people are moti-'
vated to give to different projects.'
Some donors are interested in bricks'
and mortar, and others are only'
interested in providing scholarship
assistance. For instance, some are
interested in libraries and academic
programs, and others are interested'
in athletic programs. However,
very few people are willing to com.,
tribute toward the debt It has
always been our policy to accept
and honor designated gifts, assuming they are for projects that the
university can indeed use. Every;
facility that God has provided on.
this campus is well used, and we,
are grateful for every one and for
every dollar that made this campus
possible. But if, for example,,
someone had felt led to fund the
construction of a new library, we.
could not and would not ask them,
to instead complete the Academy
of Music Theater, the Cafeteria or
something else. For more than 20.
years now, God has provided,
through thousands of small con-,
tributors and a number of large,
contributors a beautiful campus on.
which we don't believe we have
wasted a penny.

concerned, the students are our customers and our most valued asset. I
want to insure that you are treated in
this manner.
Whenever you feel you have been
1. Q. Why is there only one finan- treated unfairly or rudely, I would
cial counsellor for all the students suggest you write a brief note of ex(during check-in)? Can LU find a planation to our President, Dr. A.
more efficient way for student finan- Pierre Guillermin. I am sure he will
cial check-in?
respond in a positive way.
A. There are 20financialcounsellors available to the students during
check-in. There are two financial
counsellors available everyday in the
Business Office. However, we are
constantly looking for ideas and ways
to be more efficient in our check-in
procedures. Please communicate any
thoughts you might have to the Director of Recruiting, Randy Scott.

A. Just as we are always trying to
improve communication throughout
campus, we are also always trying to
improve the efficiency of our operations. All of the various offices on
campus should work well together
under the current university structure
2. Q. Why is everyone in the Busi- of a president, deans, and vice presiness Office so incredibly rude all the dents. If you have specific examples
time and so hard to work with? Why of certain offices not working together
don'tfaculty and office personnel treat well, please forward them in writing
students as if they have a service to to the office of the president.
render rather than the students having
a service to render them, seeing that
we as students, pay to have a service Q. Will tuition increase in the next
year or so? It's getting too expensive
rendered to us?
for a lot of people.
A. There is no excuse for rudeness
in any office on this campus. My
personal desire is that every student
would be treated with courtesy and
respect at all times. Certainly, at
times, the Business Office is not the
most exciting place to work. We are
all human and make mistakes. However, I am personally committed to
improving relations between the faculty, staff and students. As far as I'm

Kemper bond case. T h e questions Chancellor Jerry Falwell

that could not be answered at
this time will be answered and
printed later for distribution.

Administration
1. Q. Why are all the administration offices spread out all over the
campus? And why are they so inefficient with their record keeping?
A. Unfortunately, we don't have
one building large enough to centrally house all the administrative
offices of the university. Here again,,,
we regularly assess our operations
and facilities as we attempt to improve efficiency and effectiveness.

2. Q. Why isn't more information 3. Q.Why does LU always smother
passed on from administration to stu- the negative facts associated with this
dents about things that are happening institution?
with the school? (i.e. sale of senior
dorms one and a half years ago?)
A. Liberty does not "always
smother the negative facts associated
A. See Question #12 under Aca- with this institution" and in fact, roudemics. The senior dorms have never tinely initiates announcements of
belonged to the university. The origi- matters which may seem to be neganal builders from Southwestern Vir- tive. Throughout the years, we have
ginia leased these dorms to LU from called countless press conferences to
the beginning. The dorms were then announce such things as budget resold to the leasing company that pres- ductions, consolidation of operations,
enily owns them. It has been helpful layoffs, etc. In fact, we announced
to Liberty University to be able to publicly and in advance last year that
have such excellent facilities without the North Campus would be sold at
using much needed funds for their public auction.
construction.

Student Life

privilege and personal responsibility?

A. Since you do not mention which rules ]
1. Q. Why can't we have men in our dorms
are
ridiculous,it is difficult to respond to your
at certain hours with certain guidelines and
question.
However, I encourage you to make
standards? (Asked by a female.)
recommendations for change to the SGA
A. I am hopeful that this school will never Senate, your RA, Resident Supervisor or any
relax its policies and standards concerning one of the deans. A letter to President Guillmale and female dorms. Co-ed dorms have ermin might be in order.
no place on a Christian campus. We also feel
that allowing male visitation in female dorms 7. Q. Why do senior dorms have to buy their |
can only violate the scripture which says own cleaning supplies?
"shun the appearance of evil."
A. You do not have to buy your own
2. Q. Whycan'twehaveTVsinthedorms? cleaning supplies. If you are not getting supplies, please contact the Residence Life OfA. There are basically two reasons why fice. Supplies are ordered through your RA |
/ ;.;;.
we do not allow TVs in the residence halls: 1) (Senior halls only). /'"
Since many rooms have three students to a
room, the conflicts of study, sleep and televi- 8. Q. Why do we all have hall meetings?
sion viewing are often numerous among stu- .::. Why can't we have one meeting a month or
dents. 2) Since there are several television I have, announcements passed out?
lounges currently available for students (arid
more are planned) the university believes
A. Hall meetings are for the purpose of
there is ample opportunity for television view- information dissemination, spiritual challenge,
ing.
hall unity and social interaction. One gather- j
ing a month would not be conducive to meet3. Q. Why is there a curfew (especially on ing the purposes of a hall meet ing. If your hall I
weekends), and why is the weekend curfew meetings leave something to be desired, let
your RA know. Better yet, get involved and |
so early?
help produce a better meeting.
A. Liberty retains the philosophy of "en
loco parentis" and believes that a curfew is 9. Q. Why can't we break down the beds if |
prudent and reasonable. Additionally, there we are not using them?
is very little to do off campus after midnight
that is in accordance with The Liberty Way.
A. If has been our experience that the
Exceptions for legitimate circumstances can majority of beds taken down are either dambe obtained from the Supervisor Station or aged, lost or not re-assembled. This adds to I
the Dean's Offices (Dorm 13).
cost and labor demands upon the university.
'> • : : : : >. i :•

4. Q. Why do we have to sign out everywhere?

10. Q. Why do you allow no secular music
but have a '50s dance, a band that playes
secular music and musicals that use secular |
A. Students are only required to sign out if music?
they are to be gone overnight or if they will
not be returning before curfew. Again, this
A. The Fifties Party was not a dance.
policy has much to do with our philosophy of Second, Liberty University has always tried
"en loco parentis."
to take a reasonable approach in regard to its
Music Code Policy. At times, if it is appropri5. Q. Why can't we move off campus at ate, non-Christian music is allowed, according to the type of event being held.
21?—Especially as seniors?
A. This is a policy established by the
Board of Trustees of Liberty University.
6. Q. The rules in the senior dorms are ridiculous! What ever happened to senior

11. Q. Why can the pep band play music
during basketball games that we would gel |
written up for in the dorms?
A. Same as # 10 (Appropriateness).

Q. Why don't the offices work together? One doesn't know what the
others are telling other students.

A. Tuition.rooniaridboardwillincrease approximately 5 percent for
the 1992-93 school year. Liberty
charges remain in the bottom 10 percent of all private colleges in America.
3. Q. Did you tell Kemper that you
would change LU to a secular school?

4. Q. If this school is in such need
of money, why don't people donate millions toward paying off
bills instead of a new arena and
cafeteria?

A. The administration makes every
effort to bring some of the finest speakers and preachers to our chapel services. In my 21 years as chancellor, it
is my opinion that a vast majority of
students are blessed and helped spiritually through the chapel experience.
I would challenge all of you to take
chapel seriously and treat it with the
same reverence you would your own
church at home.

1. Q. What is the reason that sports are so
heavily emphasized and funded? (Except
women's soccer.) Why are athletics stressed
over academics? Why isn't the money spent
on the football program used for academic
purposes — a library?

Facilities and Buildings

1; Q. When will the new cafeteria befinishedand opened?

2. Q. What is being done to salvage
the old theater downtown?

3 . Q. Where does our (parking)
ticket money go?

5. Q. Whycan'twehavemoreparking spaces? Most are blue diamond.

'• :A. -Thanks to special friends of
this university, the remaining work
on the new cafeteria began in April,
afid it will be completed and furnished well in advance of the fall
jelmester. Whilelregretourgraduafing seniors will not be able to use
^fus facility, we know the rest of
$£, students and faculty will be excited about it for many years to
cSme.

A. Professor David Allison has
accepted the responsibility of restoring the Academy of Music Theater in
downtown Lynchburg. While the restoration of this theater would be a tremendous thing for our Department of
Fine Arts, work cannot progress without some new funding. Let us be in
prayer for David Allison as he attempts tofindfunding for this project.

A. Revenues realized from parking tickets and other non-tuition fees
go directly into the general operating
fund of the university.

A. Unfortunately, parking spaces
on the main campus, which are close
to the academic buildings, are basically limited to those spaces which
we now have. The assignment of those
spaces is determined by offices other
than my own, namely, Liberty Emergency Services and The Office of
Student Affairs. However, there are
more than enough parking spaces on
campus for everyone's car. As on

on Academic Standards to review the
policy and make appropriate recommendations to the Faculty Senate.

it each semester and are always open
to suggestions for improvement. Such
suggestions should be forwarded to
the office of the Director of Recruiting, Mr. Randy Scott. (By the way,
who checked in 20,000 students in 20
minutes?)

Academics
1. Q> When will the School of
Business & Government be moved
out of the temporary location?

4. Q. What is our academic status
compared to other institutions?

;A'.- The School of Business &
Gpverhment will move out of its
present facility as soon as one of
two new buildings is constructed—
1) a Business & Government building or 2) a library. Either of these
two facilities would provide academic space for a new Business &
Government faculty and school.
Both of these buildings have a high
donor appeal and could be funded
bysohie donor at any time. However, after the contribution is made,
it will take approximately 18
months to complete the project.

A. The major issue on academic
status with other institutions is accreditation. This means that an institution has been evaluated by faculty
and administrators of other peer institutions and have been found to
provide students with an acceptable
level of learning experiences. This
stamp of approval from SACS enables LU students to transfer to other
accepted institutions. The record indicates that LU graduates have been
accepted into leading graduate schools;
here in Virginia and across America.
5. Q. Did the university have to
concede to teaching Evolution as truth
when it got university stahoS?

A. Students do get credit for
he GNED Christian Service
classes.

so.

3. Q. Is there a reason why Liberty does not have an "A plus" (i.e.
B+,C+,D+) (3.5,2.5,1.5) system
in the grading scale?

6. Q. Why does registration have to
beso difficult? Large schools (2Qj0Q0)
can check-in their students irti^O
minutes. Why is LU so inefficient? \

A. ThegradingsystemofA,B,
C, etc., was established in the very
beginning of our existence. It was
consistent with a number of other
colleges surveyed. However, this
is not an absolute and could be
changed. I will request the Council

A. Those administrators responsible for registration are constantly
evaluating the entire process in order
to simplify it and make it more efficient. While we may not have the
most effective and efficient system
possible, we do endeavor to improve

A. No. Norwereweas)|^dit6do

4. Q. When and why were the
senior dorms sold? Did Liberty ever
own them in the beginning?
A. Already answered in #2 under
Administration.

8. Q. Why do foreigners get full
scholarships when a lot of Americans
get nothing and they are truly broke?

Ail We have always desired to
provide a full scholarship for at least
one student from as many countries
wllb^ have: Students interested in at7. Q. Why aren't foer&MOkE
tending Libi^.fi'rue, many Amerischolarships for students who make
can students have Very difficult finangood grades instead of athletes?
cial situations. However, most forStudents with high GPAs have a
eign students have obstacles to overgreater contribution to make than those come that American students do not.
putting: ablali prolgh uWhdpp: •
First, they must bear greater expense
to get to andfrom.Lynchburg.SecAi Far more scholarships are ond, they do not have the network of
awarded on the basis of academic resources Such as family, friends, and
achievement than for athletics, exctu* churches that many American stusively. A complete study of the total dents have. Third, there are limitadollars awarded in the form of schol- tions on foreigners working in this
arship help to students reveals that
athletic scholarships are near the bottom of the list as far as total dollars are 9. Q* How dOt^e get, more personconcerned. Need, academic and work
ally involved with the staff and facscholarships comprise the; largest
ulty that we respect when we feel that
dollar investment of scholarsh lp help
they're too busy or too disinterested?
on campus. ••;
Scholarship Report
A. The only way to get more per1 9 9 t 9 i awards
$10,004,010
sonally involved with;:th? staff :or
Academip/Need Based- $5,&3&340
faculty is to initiate that involvement.
,; s 58 percent of total awards
Even though all of the faculty and
Woijc/Spectal Programs ^1,30&350
-stiff Msbusy pepplev diey -should
.:. 13 percent of total awards
abvays be willing 16.
Includes Resident Assistants,: Raphs, liberty
dents. Take the
Champion, Debate, Military, Selah, etc
Fbr^ign Students
$812,080
8 percent of total awards
Singing Groups
$265,000
3 percent of total awards
Includes Light, Youthquest, Sounds of Liberty

Athletics
$1,784,240
18 percent of total awards

every campus I know anything about, the spaces are not
always convenient to where
we wish to park. This is not
unique to Liberty University,
but a challenge that most college students face no matter
what school they attend.

11. Q. Why give ALL the Romanians full scholarships and not make
them work?
A. An Old Time Gospel Hour
campaign in 1990 raised funds specifically for 40 scholarships for
Romanian students after I visited
Romania and preached there.

13. Q. When are new standards
for admittance to LU, such as GPA
and application process, going to
be raised to a higher level? Why do
we accept students with no S AT or
ACT scores? Don't you think it
would be more beneficial for Liberty to be more selective concerning the acceptance of students into
our distinctive school?

A. The issue of entrance requirements has been debated ever
since the school's inception in
1971. While good arguments can
be made for elevated entrance reA. While there will probably alquirements, Liberty has always
ways be room for improvement in the
believed that a Christian education
area of communication, we do make
should be available to as many
tremendous efforts to communicate
people as possible rather than for
with the faculty, staff and students
an elite few. Of course, once a
.about the entire life of the university.
student is accepted with a low SAT
In addition to the updates and progscore, that person usually has only
ress reports I routinely provide in
one year of remedial help available
Wednesday chapel services, I meet
in order to reach a required level of
regularly with virtually every segacademic competence.
ment of the university. Twice each
month, I conduct a chancellor's
meeting of all the key staff members 14. Q. Why is there so much
and administrators of the entire uni- trouble with transfer credits? I've
versity. In addition to speaking sev- "retaken" classes the registrars said
eral tiroes^in faculty chapels, I meet I needed. I don't have that kind of
pjftCT^
Cer- money.
tainly, sometimes busy schedules
A. Students who have a quespreclude our communicating as eftion
about transfer credits should
fectively as I would like to, but it is
:
make
an appointment with the
1 0 Q; WHO isf speaking at Com- hot a result of lack of effort or interest
transfer
credit evaluator in the
on my part. iWjri-^w .: .,. icittmwa ,
mencement in May?
Registrar's Office. Appropriate
steps will be given the student
A. Patrick J. Buchanan.
depending on the circumstances.
12. Q. Why does the faculty and
staff seem to be in the dark because of
lack of communication?

, EH
4. Q. Why can't the lacrosse and field
hockey teams play on the turf?

A. In order to properly maintain and
insure the longevity of the artificial turf, a
policy has been incorporated limiting use of
the stadium to intercollegiate teams or in
some cases, high school football teams.
A. While athletics receive a lot of attention Because of limited personnel and resources,
at Liberty (as it does at any major school), it there are not adequate means to monitor use
would surprise most people how little money and prevent abuse of the facility. During the
(comparatively) is actually spent on athletics. three years that the facility has been in exisThe entire budgetforathletics, including schol- tence, there have been countless requests to
arships, is a merg 6 percent of the entire use the football stadium. To maintain consisuniversity budget: Withoutscholarships, (i.e. tency with this policy, these requests have
because of the operating budget) athletics been denied.
comprise only 3 percent of the entire budget.
These figures are not only in line with col- 5. Q. Would|ypu please open the track for
leges and universities aer^$mecoun||yj, they non-athletes sq we can run there after team
are actually low.
practice hours?
I am afirmbeliever ttal athletics and music
are two universal languages. I also believe
A, Contrary to popular opinion, the track
that a successful and competitive athletic
has been open for puhUcvMsp since its comprogram is a positive force on any college
pletion. Physical Education classes, faculty,
campus and contributes to campus life. A
Istaff and the general student population have
successful sports program also attracts stuused the track during the day. Following
dents, (athletes and non-athletes) andin many
track or soccer practice the track has also
cases, generates publicity fbrthe university;
been available for free use. Normally the
that could not be purchased or generated by
track is open until dusk at which time security
any other area of department of the university.
locks the gates. This policy is two-fold. It
Obviously, the ultimate reason for a univerprotects the university's investment in the
sity is to provide academic training, and that
track and soccer complex from abuse and
is why 94 cents ol every dollar are spent on
vandalism More importantly, it provides
something other than athletics.
safe access and prevents any potential problems for those persons using the track after
2. Q. Why do athletes have more ^special sundown.
privileges" I mean is it not the schools emphasis to send out missionaries; so what makes
6. Q. Why aren't women's sports talked
them (athletes) any more special wain preachabout or announced?
ing majors, youth majors, etc?
A. While athletes may appear to have
certain privileges, they also have a significant
amount of additional work and responsibilities. For example, NCAA rules prohibit athletes from working at all during the academic
year. In addition to the hours of practice
during a particular season, athletes are required to attend counUess hours of additional
meetings, off-season workouts and training,
while maintaining a particular GPA in accordance with NCAA requirements for participation.
Athletes are not "special" on campus —
and most of them do not desire to be treated
preferentially.
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2. Q. Why don't we get at least
jne credit for Christian Service?

4. Q. Why does chapel service end
up being a circus 80 percent of the
time rather than a serious growth experience for the maturing Christian?

Athletics
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A. Most of the announcements which I
make during chapel have been passed to me
by faculty members, coaches, athletes, etc.
We make an honest attempt to highlight and
congratulate all of our sports teams, men and
women, as well as counUess other teams or
projects such as the Debate Team, Foreign
Missions exposure trips, etc. I would encourage any student involved in any particular
activity to aggressively promote that activity.
If your particular organization has a report of
outstanding achievements which should be
announced in chapel, simply write it out and
hand it to me as I walk to the platform.
Contact the Liberty Champion when you

Personal
1. Q. Who are you voting for in the presidential election
this year?
A.

George Bush.

to meet with you, but please be patient as she must handle a
great many requests.
5. Q. Describe an average day in your schedule.

A. An average day for me usually begins at 5:45 a.m. when
I get alone to meet with the Lord in prayer and in His Word.
I will usually spend the next 12 to 15 hours in meetings, inA.
I personally believe George. Bush has done an volving all of the various aspects of this university and this
excellent job in his first term in office. His pro-life position ministry. These meetings include regular staff meetings, fihas been very encouraging. His.appointments to the U.S. nancial and budgetary meetings, legal matters, marketing
Supreme Court have been good.- His leadership in foreign meetings, planning meetings, etc.
Then there are numerous pastoral meetings and activities
policy, including his successful handling; o£ the Gulf War,
such
as counseling sessions and hospital visits. I probably
are to be applauded.
make 50 phone calls a day and rarely stay in one place or
office for a long period of time.
3. Q. Did you lie about DarylGilyard, and what happened
I am traveling a great deal less than I was several years ago
to him after he fell?
and have made a commitment to spend nearly all of my time
here in Lynchburg attending to the needs of Liberty UniverA. No, and I also did not attempt toilestroy him. The sity and Thomas Road Baptist Church.
news surrounding Darrell Gilyard last year .was one of the
greatest disappointments andotragedieslhave ever heard
6. Q. How much an influence does your wife serve in your
about. Contrary to some public perception, Darrell Gilyard
was not a product of this schoolor this ministry. He was ministry?
raised and studied for the ministry in Florida and Texas for
A. Macel has been my greatest asset (apart from the Lord)
years and was in fact, preaching across the country before I
in
my 40 years of public ministry. She is a tremendous source
ever met him.
of
strength and encouragement and is very bright and percepHis powerful preaching blessed countless people across
tive.
I trust her judgment and her instincts. When I don't, I
the country, including many who saw him on the Old Time
usually
live to regret it
Gospel Hour. He told people-across the country that God
used the Old Time Gospel Hour broadcast to reunite him
with his father in a New York hospital bed. iThe events that 7. Q. What one person do you look up to most?
unfolded in his personal life subsequently are a source of
personal disappointment to me. This situation should serve
A. Beyond the Lord Himself, I have very high regard for
as a constant reminder to al 1 of us to moment by moment seek several spiritual giants. Drs. Adrian Rogers, John Rawlings,
God's guidance and hand of protection on our lives.
W. A. Criswell and a few others are on that list. I also look to
certain business and legal advisers who are very special to
me. The late Dr. B. R. Lakin was certainly my most beloved
4. Q. How can I get a meeting with you?.
mentor. Dr. Francis Schaeffer was one of my heroes. Through
A. It has always been my policy to, try to meet with my 40 years in the ministry, I have learned that Solomon was
anyone who wants or needs to see meforany reason. Unfor- right when he said, "In the multitude of counsellors, there is
tunately, it is not always possible to satisfy everyone by safety."

2. Q. Why do you continue to blindly support George Bush,
even though he has proven to be a mushy moderate?

having a meeting or by spending as i mch time together as
they would like. However, as your pa: nor and your chancel- 8. Q. Who are you preparing to turn this ministry over to
lor, you students and faculty are a uei lendous source of en- after you are in heaven?
couragement to me, and I always wan. to make time to hear
what's on your heart (other than gc ting a parking ticket
A. I am not preparing to turn this ministry over to anyone
reversed or a bad grade removed froi i your record, etc.)
after I am in heaven. I am attempting to train some outstandIf you feel you must meet with mi please contact Mrs. ing young people in various areas of ministry leadership.
Kathy Rusk in my office and if possible, give her some ideas However, only the Holy Spirit has the right to appoint the
of what you would like to discuss. We will then do our best leader of a ministry.

Miscellaneous
1. Q. Why is Liberty so quick to expel
without follow-up or some type of help
group?

and provide the most good for the most persons involved. I cannot say that I always appreciated my faculty and administrators in
college when they made decisions for me
A. The university does not believe in without asking my opinion. I can say that I am
being "quick" to expel anyone. In fact, great thankful God placed me under spiritual incare and concern are used by the Student structors and leaders who knew what was best
Development staff in all discipline matters. for me because of their long-term experience.
Whenever it is humanly possible, students For Liberty University, required chapel and
are made aware of people and organizations required Bible classes are forever.
that can assist them in overcoming whatever difficulty they may have in their Hives. 4 . Q. Why can't the security guards spend
more of theirtimeon students who deface and
2. Q. Why is there censorship of the steal LU property instead of giving out tickets
Champion? Do you not trust the students for parking in the wrong places? (They can be
who work on that staff? There is no contro- very rude.)
versy; and when there is, it is over issues
A. The parking problem on campus will
that don't count. I don't want to read about
what the administration thinks. I want to always be a no-win situation. If you don't
enforce the policies you have, there will be
know how and what the students think.
complaints of inconsistency. If you do, there
A. Liberty University is the publisher will be those who complain too much attenof the Champion. Therefore, as with any tion to the rules, legalism, etc. Pulling secunewspaper, the LU administration (the pub- rity guards from ticket writing will solve
lisher) reserves the right to determine the neither vandalism nor theft problems. Ficontent and various positions to be taken by nally.if any security officerisrude or discourthe Champion. It is not a matter of trusting teous please notify J.O. Renalds — Chief of
the staff of the Champion. Ann Wharton Liberty Emergency Services (Dorm 3) or the
has done an outstanding job as the faculty Dean of Men or Women's Office (Dorm 13).
leader. Most of the editors and writers have
always done a superb job as well. However,
some students of journalism who are presently working on the Liberty Champion
may one day find themselves working for a
daily newspaper in some major city. They
will also find themselves in total submission to their editor. If they are ever fortunate
enough to become editors themselves, they
will also find the publisher looking over
their shoulders. No matter where life leads
us, we are always under authority, and journalism is no different
3. Q. Why can't people our age make
some of their own decisions such as chapel
and classes concerning religion?
A. God has given parents, spiritual
leaders and civil rulers to help young people
and society in general to make decisions
that honor God, respect the laws of society

procedure for new faculty members. Each
potential faculty member is interviewed
by certain persons for the purpose of
assuring their doctrinal and Biblical positions. Liberty also does not have tenure
for faculty and is capable of preventing a
faculty member from disseminating false
doctrine, even though that person joined
the faculty under false pretenses.
Finally, we look to every member of
the "university family," administration,
faculty, staff, students, etc., to actively
and constructively contribute to the spiritual well-being of the university. In light
of the history Christian of education in
this country, this is a serious matter and
should be faithfully committed to prayer
by everyone involved.
6. Q Is there a new TRBC in the plans;
and, if so, when will it be built?

A. We hope at some point to relocate
Thomas Road Baptist Church to a 100acre site on Liberty Mountain. This project was initiated several years ago and
was essentially put on hold because of
more pressing matters on many fronts.
Ultimately, we trust that some day Thomas Road will have a facility that students
can conveniently attend and that
5. Q. How do we plan to keep the spiritual
will
have
adequate seating and parking
emphasis as we get larger?
for local members as well. This, too, will
A. Humanly speaking, there is only so contribute to the spiritual climate of the
much we can do to assure the spiritual integ- campus referred to in the previous quesrity of the university. However, on top of our tion.
regular prayers in this regard, we are doing
everything possible to maintain the spiritual 7. Q. Please Mr. Chancellor, you always
emphasis. That is why, for example, we have say "never quit what you have started."
not given in to those who would w ish to make Why did you quit the Kenya Liberty Unichapel attendance voluntary or have chapel versity project when it was going so well?
services less frequently.
A. First, let me say that the Kenya
In addition, we are blessed with a wonderful Board of Trustees made up of men and Project was a very exciting and rewarding
women who love God and are committed to project. Second, we made a three-year
Christian education in every way. Some of commitment to be actively involved in
the leading pastors in America are on this hands-on ministry in Africa. We have
board. This board is becoming more and more than fulfilled this commitment with
more active in the affairs of this school, in- both the Kenya and the Sudan projects.
cluding the spiritual affairs.
We also have in place an excellent hiring

feature
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Graduating ROTC officer receives commission
ByLAURITEVEPAUGH

out those qualifications would enter you can get in field experience is inthe army as an enlisted private.
telligence work. It also prepares me
Champion Reporter
Coile joined ROTC in his freshman for a career afterwards, and it is based
Gregory Coile's childhood dream
was to be in the army. Now as a year, quitting the football team to upon my major which is government
college senior, he has just received join. He was recruited during his and psychology," he said.
Coile plans to make a career of the
his commission and branch from the senior year of high school to play LU
football.
army for 20 to 25
army.
years (depending
"I tried out in
"A commission is very hard to come
on
and 'Serving your country how well he
by with the government cutting back August
played
a
month
or
likes it) and enter
and coming from a small school like
is
everyone's
so.
Then
I
quit
into
a federal seLiberty," Coile, the company execuand
joined
curity
agency. At
responsibility."
tive officer of ROTC at Lynchburg
ROTC,
because
I
the
time
of his reCollege, said.
- Gregory Coile
tirement
he inCoile has been commissioned in could not do = ^ ^ = = = ^ =
both,"
Coile
said.
tends
to
be
a lieuthe regular army and branched miliWhen
he
joined
ROTC,
there
were
tenant
colonel.
tary intelligence. He explained the
"Serving your country is
two commissions into the army: re- 45 freshman cadets, including himself.
By
the
time
he
was
a
junior,
everyone's
responsibility. I know it
served and regular commission.
there
were
10.
In
his
graduating
is
not
possible
for everyone, but for
Reserved is voluntary, and regular is
class
this
year.there
is
one
—
Coile.
me,
it'
s
an
inherent
rightto give back
full-time employment.
Upon
graduating
and
entering
the
the
freedom
that
I
have.
I see it as a
Coile was commissioned
army,
Coile
plans
to
go
into
military
duty
to
God.
I
guess
that
was
the way
into the army as a second lieutenant
intelligence.
"Since
the
army
is
not
I
was
raised,"
he
said.
officer, achieved by being in ROTC
Coile not only views the military
and attending college. A person with- in war right now, the closest thing

as a duty to God but as a great opportunity to share about Him. "The way
I see it, the military is just another
mission field. One comes in contact
with so many people who have the
reputation of being wild. I think I can
influence some of those people to sec
a better alternative through my testimony and witnessing," he said.
Coile lives by the verse Philippians 4:13, "I can do all things through
Christ who strengthened me."
"That verse has helped me out a lot
of times. When in training, we often
go to bed at midnight and get up at
4:30 a.m. It is hard to get out of bed
when you know the next day is going
to be like the one before," Coile said.
Training for the army is not always
monotonous. Often the cadets are involved in competitions with other
cadets from around the country.
"After one's junior year in college,
he goes to an advanced camp where

Gregory Coile
Senior
cadets from all over the country are
evaluated on military skills. Basically, one matches his skills with the
skills of other cadets. My performance there was rated in the top 15%.
I learned through this the ability to

lead and the confidence that I can accomplish anything," Coile said.
Despite his high rating in that competition, Coile's most memorable experience was being platoon leader of
a ranger challenge team.
"I led seven other cadets to compete against major universities in the
art of warfare. It is so memorable
because we placed ninth out of 30
schools such asUVAandVMI,"Coile
said.
Coile would like to impart three
things to LU students as he graduates: violence, decisiveness and confidence.
"Violence isaggression to the point
that once you set a goal nothing can
stop you. It is the gung-ho part of a
person. Decisiveness is deciding what
you are going to do and not turning
back. Confidence is being confident
almost to the point of being egotistical," Coile said.

Fashion experts demand comfort this spring
ByBRANDIBARNUM

clothes this season are cool and
comfortable.
One of the most popular items on
their new line is Vintage wear, clothing that looks well-worn.
"It basically looks like it has been
worn for ten years, and the people
love it and can't get enough of it,"
Atkins said.
Along with the Vintage line comes
the pigment-dyed unisex polo shirts.
These shirts are dyed, but the dye is
only applied to the surface. It looks
faded, but it becomes even more faded
with each washing.
"These shirts are very popular. Old,
comfortable clothes are like security
blankets. It's unbelievable how this
line has taken off," Atkins said.
Gingham is also very popular this
season, according to Atkins. Ging-

Opinion Editor

It's that time of the year again.
Getting dressed in the morning is too
depressing to ponder. The clothes
hanging in the closet seem to belong
to someone from past decades. In a
nutshell, you hate your clothes. You
are ready to go out and do some
serious spring shopping.
You're not alone; everyone feels
this way. You break out the spring
clothing and realize that it was better
left hidden in the closet. However, it
can be different this year. The fashion world has produced some hot new
looks.
J-Crew has introduced a brand new
line to help take away those fashion
fears. According to Laura Atkins,
fashion coordinator for J-Crew, the

ham apparel consists of shirts, shorts,
pants, skirts, shoes and accessories.
The pastel-colored ginghams seem to
be the most popular.
Linen has also come into great
demand, and J-Crew has developed
an entire women's line out of this
fabric.
"Because the fabric is so lightweight, it is perfect for summer
dresses, skirts, shorts and tops," Atkins explained.
Along this same line, the sarong
skirts have been a big hit. The sarong
is a wraparound skirt that falls just
above the knee. It is available in 10
different styles and is great for a
swimsuit cover-up or as part of a suit.
"The sarong is very comfortable. It
is also primitive and native," Atkins
said.
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Jackets and blazers are still popular
this spring. They have been a major
trend over the last couple of years.
The oversized blazer jackets, once
worn with just suits, can now be worn
with anything.
A particularly popular jacket is the
sailing jacket. This hooded jacket is
lightweight with a draw-string waist.
It is a windbreaker that has sold well,
according to Atkins.
With the blazers, several themes
have developed, such as "Mad about
Plaid" and "Madras Mania." The
plaid blazers are very popular.
As usual, spring and summer would
not be complete without madras.
Madras is a hand-woven, cotton, yarndyed material used with all types of
clothing, from blazers to shorts, and
pants. This is especially popular

m

among the guys.
Also for guys, shirts madeof denim,
twill and anything other than just
oxford and broadcloth are extremely
popular.
Another hot new fashion for the
guys is the Broken-In line. According to Atkins, these pants and shorts
are made of a twill material.
They are the basic chino pants, but
they have frayed edges and are extremely soft.
"They look as though they have
been washed to death, but they have
almost sold out," Atkins said.
On a 1 i t tic dressier note, Carter Bates
offers some sophisticated new spring
and summer looks. This spring, the
short look is going out and belowthe-knee skirts are coming back.
Bold and bright colors are defi-

nitely in. Hot pink, orange and limegreen are popular this spring. Anything wild and bright will suffice.
According to Carter Bates, "People
are looking for more basic things.
They want individual pieces that can
be mixed and matched. This is most
likely due to the present state of the
economy."
Bright and busy jackets with walking shorts are also very popular this
season. (However, these are not allowed in class!).
The cheerleader-pleated skirts that
fall just below the knee are popular
too and go well with the loud jackets.
"There haven' t been too many really
drastic changes this season due to the
economy, but the new styles are elegant and comfortable," according to
Carter Bates.

Beside Still Waters

Students should treasure moments A pure thought life is the key
to peace during this summer
A few weeks ago, I had the pleasure
of faking my own farewell in honor of
April Fool's Day. Now that it's my
last column of the year, however, it's
not quite as fun.
You see, I usually take pride in
giving my column a humorous tone
with a polished structure. Yet, as I sit
and write these parting words, an
informal approach seems strangely
appropriate.
Although I've often longed for the
conclusion of this semester, I can't
believethat it's almost here. It's as if
a blissful ignorance has fallen over
my body preventing me from accepting what I know to be true.
Suddenly, I'm a freckled, 12- yearold at the last campfire before summer camp ends. I know that I must
say goodbye to my friends in the
morning, but a distinct peacefulness
fills me.
If I close my eyes, I can feel the
searing heat of the flames just a few
feet away. I can hear the melody that
youth pastor plays on his guitar, and
the funny noise it makes when his
fingers slide from chord to chord. I
can smell the bug repellant I reluctantly sprayed on my arms and legs.

prcsumptious for afirstdate.
Instinctively, I pull out a sheet of
paper and begin to write...
Life is so oft
misconceived,
recorded by days
hours even worse.

I don't need to remember what activities I did on what day. Idon'tneed
Life's true essence
to remember which hours the canteen
is neither days nor hours,
was open. But I know that I never
but simply moments
want to forget this moment
one at a time.
In college, my sense of time has
become somewhat distorted. My
Moments shed the tear
schedule is a choreographed ritual
and break the tender heart,
determined by the day of the week. I
yet cause a dimpled smile
think in terms of the next chapel servand bring the greatest joy.
ice, editors meeting, or prayer group.
But when I return to the quiet of my
Not days, dear friend
room at night, I recognize my own
that determine one's path,
foolishness. I remind myself that
and certainly not hours
time is more than a date on the calenwhich fore ver alter life.
dar or a clock on the wall. And I
reflect upon the special moments of
this year.
It's moments such as these.
Like the time my roommate David
Sometimes, I wish I was still that
cut my hair... and then my ear, my
freckled,
12-year-old boy.
neck, and my big toe. Or the relief of
So,
if
you
ever see me sitting with
finding a Valentine's Day card which
my
eyes
closed,
smiling, don't worry.
didn't mention love, or unbridled
I'm
just
having
a campfire.
passion.. .that might have been a tad

And thus, another academic year at
Liberty University comes to a close.
The thrills, disappointments and experiences of the past several months
on Liberty Mountain are now lifetime
memories.
Since school is letting out for the
summer, many of us arereturningto
our homes and jobs. During the summer, we will once again be confronted
constantly with the secular world.
You name it. Ungodly thinking is
there in the form of friends, music, tv,
workplace, newspapers, magazines,
movies, etc.
How can we, as Christians in a
secular world, retain the peace of God
in all the worldly bombardment that
we go through day to day?
The answer is found in Isaiah 26:3,
which reads, "Thou wilt keep him in
perfect peace, whose mind is stayed
on thee: because he trusteth in thee."
There are those days each week
when we all yield to everyday matters
and "forget the Lord for awhile."
When you don't have six mandatory
church services a week, it can get
especially hard during the summer to
keep God in your thoughts.

A nswers Please

Staff Columnist

All of the travelling, vacations, jobs,
relationships and pressures can dominate your thoughts and put God last
on your priority list. Yet, if you take
every little or big matter to the Lord in
prayer, mediate on His Word, rejoice
in Him always and just trust Jesus to
take care of you, then God will give
you His peace.
This same principle of the peace of
God is discussed by the Apostle Paul
in Philippians 4:6-7. However, there
is a much deeper andeven more wonderful teaching of God found in verses
8 & 9 of the same chapter.
Those verses declare, "Finally,
brethren, whatsoever things are true,
whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever
things are pure, whatsoever things are
lovely, whatsoever things are of good
report; if there be any virtue, and if
there be any praise, think on these
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By Danielle Peters
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What is your best memory
at Liberty this year?
"Lasting
friendships.'

Nelson
Chapman

"Going mud
sliding with
my friend
Lisa."

"Thanksgiving,
Christmas and
spring break."

Teddy Keaton

Cindy Perez

Greensboro, N.C.

Queens, N.Y.

Special to the Champion

Top Ten lies
told at LU

*

ft
*

*

ft
"Fascinating
friends, beautiful sunsets and
gourmet coffee."

"Eating lemons
and jazz jigging
with little black
rain clouds
floating up to
the honey tree."

"The YouthNet
chartering service in February."

By Emily Pegram,
Heather Sternberg

ft
ft

Kim Garrison
Billlings, Mont.

*

ft
*

ft

10. This is a natural tan.
9. I haven't missed a class yet.
8. I'm on a diet.
7. There's lots to do in Lynchburg.
6. I study.
5. It hardly ever rains.
4. I get mail every day.
3. I can park anywhere without
getting a ticket.
2. Wearing a dress/tie everyday

Andrea Blair

Jeff Tucker

Ellendale, Minn.

Groton, Vt.

Midland, Mich.

¥
¥
¥
¥

doesn't really bother me.

2
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1. I date.

Keith Wayne

things. Those things, which ye have
both learned, and received, and heard,
and seen in me, do: and the God of
peace shall be with you."
You see, your mental life is the key
to having the peace of God. If your
thoughts are on Him, then your mind
will be at peace.
Yet, the greatest fact of these verses
in Philippians is not simply the receiving of the peace of God but that
the God of peace Himself shall be
with you.
This is comforting news! Not only
will God give you His loving peace,
but, if your mind is stayed on Him,
His peaceful presence will be with
you!
It can be so easy to lose intimacy
and closeness with God during the
fun-loving summer months. Our personal relationship with God, made
possible by Christ Jesus, can grow
cold in the midst of those hot days.
Its imperative torememberthough,
that Christ will be there for you in the
future just as He has been during this
past school year. As we keep our
minds focused on Him, His peace
shall reign within us.
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Host dorms
welcome visitors
By CYNTHIA STROUD
Champion Reporter

Since its inception last February,
the hostfloorprogram has given visitors and prospective students a
glimpse of what Liberty University is
all about. But it has also shown students on the host floor what it means
to be a role model.
"Visitors are important to the
growth of the school," campus pastor
Dwayne Carson said. "And we want
to show them our best." Therefore,
one male and one female host floor
have been
comprised
of 80 students who
are dedicated to promodng unity
and spiritual
_
growth.
Carson said that good students will
recruit good students and turn away
bad students. "RAs interviewed the
people and chose who they wanted on
their hall," he said. "We want to
reward the upperclassmen who have
proven to be vital students with a
good GPA and have good standing.
The hostfloorprovides a good atmosphere for serious students."
The host dorms for next year are
looking for students who qualify.
However, three steps must taken in
order to jo in the host team. First, one
must fill out an application which can
be obtained in Carson' s office in Dorm
13. Second, one must have a personal
interview with Carson and the respective host RAs. Third, one must
reserve his placed in the host dorm for
next year.
"It saves Dwayne a lot of time
knowing he gets good people for
visitors rather than searching for the
right people every time we have prospective students. This way the SLD's
are not left with all of the responsibility," Judith Johnson, senior RA in
Dorm 27-1, said.
"We've had several girls who have
said they would come back. They
made friends, kept in contact through
letters to the friends they made here in
our dorm, even brought gifts. They
wanted to visit again. Three girls

even requested an R A they met and
liked," Johnson said.
"We have such an intimate atmoshpere it's sometimes hard to
write people up, but we can't let
things slip by."
According to fellow R A Melissa
Birkhead, the RAs goal is to keep
theirflooras much like arealdorm
as possible since they are still primarily students. They did not want
to portray an inaccurate picture of
what Liberty is like. Instead, they
want to be genuine students with a
'
heart open
to sharing
their home
and time
with guests.
"I
am
- Brian Goins impressed
Host dorm SLD with the
" ™ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ — unity I see
on our hall. We have smaller numbers with two to a room and only
three to four in a prayer group so
everyone knows everyone on the
hall. When visitor's come, they
are not just visitors to a room, but
visitors of the hall," Birkhead said.
Brian Goins, SLD in the male
host dorm, said: "Our first goal
was to build unity for our dorm
and for the campus. We see ourselves as role models, and the
guys on our hall have proven themselves to be just that."
Also, certain privileges accompany being on the hostfloor."One
of the strongest benefits about
living in the host dorm is the reduced amount of stress. Rather
than having two or three roommates, we only have two in each
room," Goins said.
Yet, Goins stressed that the
emphasis of the floor is to honor
the Lord by extending Christ's love
to visitors and potential students.
"I'm always excited to hear guys
sharing the gospel with kids. We
all decided to pray for the kids'
decisions and committments to
Christ. Their walk with Christ is
far more vital to their lives than
whether or not they decide to enroll as a student here at Liberty,"
McDonald said.

'Our first goal was to build
unity for our dorm and
for our campus."

photo by Michelle Driapsnhi

Pictured above is the F.I.R.M. Foundation, which stands for "Faith In the Resurrected Messiah." Standing (left to right) are
front: Darrln Nelson and Danny Hirst; back: Neal Bryant, Anthony VanDyke, J. D. McDuffle, Kevin Lockwood, and Barry Rice.

Powerlifting ministry grows stronger
ByLAURITEVEPAUGH

Their name, comprised of the letters F.I.R.M., stands for "Faith In the
What does ripping apart phone Resurrected Messiah." The entire
books, breaking bats, bench pressing name is taken from the comparison of
500 pounds, bending 12-inch spikes, the houses built on rock and sand
bursting hot water bottles and shar- foundations in Matthew 7.
ing the gospel have in common?
The idea of using strength to conNothing other than the fact that vey the gospel was patterned after the
F.I.R.M. Foundation utilizes all those ministry of Paul Anderson, the strongfeats of strength in order to open est man in the world in the 1970' s. He
doors for sharing the gospel.
performed amazing feats of strength,
"F.I.R.M. Foundation is a power- then looked at the crowd and said: "I
lifting team that uses music, power, am the strongest man in the world. I
testimonies and the Bible to carry out cannot live one day without Jesus
the Great Commission. We are just Christ; how can you?"
a bunch of beggars showing a bunch
Bill Gillespie, a former LU strength
of other beggars where the food is," coach, taught Rice (then a football
member Barry Rice said. "Our feats player) feats of strength that he had
of strength are just a way to open learned and previously performed.
people's eyes, so they will see the The two of them began ministering to
difference the Lord Jesus Christ has youth groups around the area with
made in our lives."
Anderson's tactics.
After Rice became assistant
The team consists of Kevin Lockwood, Darin Nelson, Danny Hirst, strength coach, Hirst approached him
J.D. McDuffie, Anthony VanDyke about a vision he had of starting a
and Neal Bryant along with Rice and team that would minister through feats
of strength.
( his wife Christina. Rice is the strength
"Danny and I prayed about it and
and conditioning coach for LU sports
then asked certain guys who were
teams.
The group travels all over the U.S., strong and had a heart for kids if they
performing in high schools, churches, would want to use their talents to
colleges and YMCAs. They would share the gospel," Rice said.
After the team was formed, their
like to perform overseas sometime in
first
practices consisted of prayer and
the future.
Champion Reporter

Springfest '92

Pumping up the jams

Bible study. Each member trains individually spending at least 15-20
hours a week in the weight room.
They are training for strength not size
and definition. "Our motivation for
training is to build the temple," Rice
said.
The team definitely feels that what
they do is worth it,regardlessof the
strain it puts on their bodies.
"Yes, it is worth it; I would die for
Christ. If this is what it takes for
someone to know Christ, we are willing to do it," Nelson said.
Ministering to young people is not
the sole purpose of F.I.R.M. Foundation, because they want ministry
among themselves as well. "Another
really important aspect of our ministry is that we are a bunch of men
getting together that can relate, and
we want to hold each other up and
keep each other accountable by really
digging into each other's lives and
being transparent," Rice said.
"That's been more of a blessing to
me than anything. We grow with each
other," Bryant said.
F.I.R.M. Foundation is not supported financially by Liberty. It is
self-supporting and receives donations from the people to whom they
minister.
This team of powerlifters is re-

ceived very well in the Christian
community because they are not
looked down upon or viewed as conceited bodybuilders. "They can't love
us enough," Nelson said.
"They fight over whose homes we
will stay in," Christina Rice commented.
The team observes that crowds are
"in awe" when they behold their feats
of strength. They also realize that a
high percentage of people are becoming saved and dedicating their lives to
God. "Initially, they see muscle; but
when it is all over, they see our hearts.
Lives are being changed," VanDyke
said.
One such life was that of a teenage
athlete in Utica, N.Y. When the team
conducted a weekend ministry (April
10-12) with the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, this young man stood
up during the invitation to be saved.
"Two weeks previously, he had
shot and killed his drunken father
because he was beating his mother.
Now he calls us and shares how he is
witnessing in school," Rice said.
The team's future plans are to regroup this fall (even though some
members are graduating) after working at camps this summer. "Some of
us would like to do this as a full-time
ministry," Lockwood said.

Hertz
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Truck Rental

Students -

Hertz Penske offers you affordable, new,
clean trucks at convenient rental locations
•Free Unlimited Mileage lor One Way Rentals • Coast-toCoast Location*
• Built-in Loading Ramp* Available • Emergency Road Service 24 Hours,
7 Days a Week • A/C and Automatic Transmission Available • Full Line of
Moving Accessories • VISA, MasterCard accepted

Call one of our convenient locations today.

(804) 239-4607
D & R Motors 6111 Fort Ave. 239-3939
Receive 10% off local and one way moves
with this ad.

W h e n it's t i m e to
pack up and go home...
Getting your stuff home doesn't have to be a
hassle We'll pack and ship it all home for you.
From bicycles to computers—shipping small'
loads is our specially. Or pack it yourself
We offer a complete line of professional
packaging supplies—from filler and tape to
just the right size boxes. Call us now and
your stuff will be home before you are!

We can
help
!

• Custom crating and packing
• Shipping from 1 to 1,000 pounds—including
overnight delivery.
• Insurance to $50,000
• Pick-up service
• Packaging supplies—boxes, tape, foam

UPS
Authorized

Graves Mill Center
Rt. 221 & Graves Mill Rd.
Forest, VA 24551
(804) 385-7447
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Drop
Everything!
at L. Oppleman!
The only store in town that

PAYS YOU!!!
photo By DanWk P«ttr*

Above, Blake Miller of Joy Expression performs during
Friday's "Springiest" celebration, hosted by the juniorsenior class officers. The event, which was held at David's
Place, also featured the performances by several other
campus bands including: Tooz Company, Pam & Tate, Jeff
Derlnlan, Damoff & Twins, Sub Merge, and Nol & Mike. In
addition to musical entertainment, Aaron Bruce and Beverly
Bacon were voted Mr. and Miss Springfest, respectively.

You don't want to take all that stuff back home
We* 11 make the load lighter
and your pockets heavier.

CA$0<in a TLMM
L. OPPLEMAN

909 Main St.

M. T. Th 9-5
Wed. 9-1
Frt. 9-6
Sat. 9-5

Affordable comfort,
accessibility, great value...
Central location, convenient to
everything. Your choice of 1, 2, or 3
bedrooms. All new appliances with
dishwasher and disposal. Moneysaving energy
package. From $345
Roommate referral
Service Available
Hours: M-Sat. 10-6
Sun 1-4
Call 237-2901
Located on Mill Stream Lane off
Graves Mill Road next to Skateland

sports
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Baseball loses two in conference
Baseball's
disabled
list grows
There has been a significant
increase in the number of major
league baseball players placed on
the disabled list in the last three
seasons.
Has it just coincidentally been
more accidents and misfortunes this
year than in past years, or could it
be a deeply rooted problem?
It seems that as the years go on,
players should be less injury prone
with the advanced state of technology and medicine. But baseball
has shown an incredible jump in
injuries the past few years that needs
to be explained. In the last 10 years
the number of injured players at the
start of the season has more than
doubled. In 1982,31 players were
injured at the start of the season.
Now there have been 83 players
injured to date.
To start, many of the players on
the disabled list have legitimate
injuries. Players with broken arms
or torn rotator cuffs are definitely
injured and have every reason to be
on the disabled list Several unfortunate cases like this have occurred
this season including notable players like Andres Galarraga, Lenny
Dykstra, Derek Bell and Ozzie
Guillen.
However, there are many players on the disabled list with questionable problems.
Pitchers with "sore arms" like
Nolan Ryan or "sprained ankles"
like Chris Sabo are on the disabled
list collecting millions of dollars.
Why is it that players in the past
played through these kind of injuries? Were they tougher, or is it
just that they wanted to play baseball at all costs?
The answer is both. The players
played through the injuries, many
times because if they didn't, their
career would most likely be over.
If they were only signed for one
year an injury would jeopardize
their next season. However, with
today's multi-year contracts, players that hurt their big toe go on the
disabled list, because owners paying out millions of dollars are scared
the "injury" may get worse and
lead to something career-ending.
If players were not signed to
multi-year contracts and an injury
came up, they would play until
they had to be removed from the
field. They would not opt for the
disabled list as quick, if they saw
the chance that big money would
be gone the next year.
Baseball should have known better after its first big multi-year
contract. The Saint Louis Cardinals signed relief pitcher Bruce
Sutter to a large contract for 10
years. Afteracoupleseasons,Sutler
was injured and never pitched
again. This cost Sutter nothing
except the chance to pitch again.
He still made his millions.
The effect all of this has on baseball is that now players have become cautious about their playing
with even the slightest injury. Injuries cost baseball owners, because
they have to fill the roster spot and
because of this a young minor
leaguer receives the chance to play
while veterans collect big bucks on
the bench.
This cautious-play attitude is not
the attitude of all players, but I feel
it is the only explanation for the
outrageous increase in the number
of "injuries" to major league teams.
One solution to the problem is to
limit players to one or two year
contracts. If players were injured,
they would know that they did not
have the time to waste on the disabled list for petty injuries. The
solution for owners would be to
instill clauses in the contracts stipulating that the player m usi play in at
least one game per year to fulfill his
contract. Then if there was a career
ending injury the owners would
not be obligated to pay out the
money.
I guarantee if either of these solutions were instituted, the injury
figures would drop back down to
figures similar to that of 10
seasons ago.

Big South
record drops
to 5-11-1, 2022-1 overall
By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

The Flames' baseball team lost both
games of a conference doubleheader
against Radford by scores of 4-2 and
11-7, dropping its overall record to
20-22-1 and the conference record to
5-11-1, Saturday.
The Flames had hoped to improve
their seeding for the upcoming Big
South Tournament with wins over
Radford.
"We wanted to win these, so we
could have a better position (in the
tournament). But now it looks like we
are going to have to play either
Davidson or Winthrop in the first
round of the tournament," Head Coach
Johnny Hunton said.
The two losses came just one day
after Flames pitching allowed only
four runs in two games with Howard
University as the offense scored 31
runs in both of those games.
"They swung the bats real well
yesterday (Friday), but they have a lot
of trouble hitting the curve ball. We
struck out on curve balls all day long.
All I can do is keep encouraging them
to keep playing hard like they've
done," Hunton said.
Late in the first game, the Flames
lost a pitchers duel. LU's Rich
Humphrey pitched well enough to
win most games, but allowed three
runs in the sixth inning, costing him
the game.
In the top of the second inning,
Radford took a 1 -0 lead on a single by
Mike Settle that scored Brian Pardue,
who led the inning off with a double.
LU quicklytiedit up in the bottom
of the first on a towering home run to
right field by third baseman Shane
McGung. The homer was his third of
the season and kept the game tied
until the sixth inning. .,

In the top of the sixth, Humphrey
walked thefirsttwo batters. Then the
defense caved in by giving up two
consecutive errors, allowing a run to
score. First baseman Galen Heidrich
then sealed the game for Radford
with a two-run single that increased
the lead to three.
The Flames tried to rally in the
bottom of the seventh with back-toback leadoff singles by Erik Christenson and Joe Bonadio. Designated
hitter Keith West knocked in Christenson on a fielder's choice, and
Charlie Kim lined out to centerfield
to end the game.
In the second game, the Flames fell
behind early as Radford scored in
each of the first four innings and
eventually won by a score of 11-7.
In the top of the first inning, the
leadoff batter for Radford reached
base on an error which was followed
by a single before the Flames almost
turned a triple play. RU's Alex
Vaxmonsky grounded sharply to third
where McClung stepped on the bag
for the force out and fired to second
for the force out, but the relay to first
was just late, denying Liberty its
first-ever triple play. Denny Van
Pelt scored Vaxmonsky on a single to
give the Highlanders a 1-0 first
inning lead.
In the top of the second, RU scored
five runs while sending 10 men to the
plate. Two walks and five singles did
the damage, and starter Rodney Ashby
was lifted for a reliever after the inning. Pardue began and also ended
the inning by striking out.
Down 7-2 in the bottom of the
second inning, the Flames fought
back for two runs on an run scoring
double by Jeremy Tully, scoring
Bonadio who had singled, and an
RBI single by Karl Shoemaker,
scoring Tully.
RU tacked on another run in the
third inning without a hit Two walks,
a ground-out and a sacrifice fly increased the Highlanders lead to 8-2.
In the fourth inning, reliever Rob
Egel continued to walk batters, and it
resulted in three more runs for
Radford. Two bases-loaded walks
and an error allowed the runs to score.
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LU's Rich Humphrey fires a strike past Radford's Donnie Just in the Flames' 4-2 loss
Saturday at Worthington Field. Humphrey pitched the complete game striking out four.
Chris Wick replaced Egel and recorded thefinalout of the inning.
In the bottom of the fourth
McClung led LU off with a walk
followed by a single by Bonadio.
Tully hit his second double of the
game scoring McClung, and Shoemaker grounded out, scoring Bona-

dio. Kim's single scored Tully cutting RU's lead to 10-5.
LU tacked another run on in the
sixth inning with Kim's second RBI
single of the game, scoring David
Eeles, who led off the inning with a
double.
RUfinishedits scoring in the top of

the seventh with an RBI single by
Van Pelt, scoring Donnie Just, who
led off with a single.
In the bottom of the seventh, Danny
Brahn smacked his team-leading 11th
home run of the season over the left
field fence to make the final score of
the game 11-7.

: IOC

Tracksters compete at Penn Relays
ByCHRISTIANNARININGER
Champion Reporter

A few members of the LU track
team competed last week in the
prestigious 98th Penn Relays Carnival at the University of Pennsylvania.
It is a meet that has featured worldclass athletes such as Carl Lewis.
The competition took place in a
stadium of 40,000 people
Todd Pettyjohn and Ryan Werner
scored well in the Penn Relay Decathalon. Werner placed second
scoring 6,962 points. His events were
as follows: 100m (11.31), long-jump

(20-feet-l l-inches),shotput(38-feeteight-inches), high jump (5-feet-10
and 3/4-inches), 400m (49.33), 110m
high hurdles (15.91), discus (127feet-11-inches), pole vault (14-feet-5
and 1/2-inches), javelin (151-feet-3inches) and he won the 1,500m
(4:24.43).
Werner came from behind in the
1,500m to pass Terri Simpson of
Indiana and beat him by 25 seconds to
win the race.
Pettyjohn placed fourth in the decathalon scoring 6,908 points.
Pettyjohn's events were as follows:

100m (11.52), long-jump (5-feet-9
and 3/4-inches), he won the 400m
(48.56), he won the 110m high hurdles
(15.43), discus (114-feet-6-inches),
pole vault (15-feet-l 1-inches),
1,500m (4:27.47) and the javelin (147feet-9-inches).
Commenting on Werner and
Pettyjohn's performances, Coach
Tolsma said, "I'm certainly happy to
see those guys place second and fourth
in such a major meet, especially when
Werner has three more years and
Pettyjohn has two more years."
The men's sprint team of Werner,

Pettyjohn, Gerald Mosley and Damien Bates ran a 3:27.5 in the trials.
They qualified for the IC4A finals
where they ran a 3:25.6.
The men's 4 x 400 team of Mosley,
Pettyjohn, Werner and Brett Honeycutt ran a 3:16.7. The men's 4 x
800 team of Honeycutt, Mark
Szcholnik, Brent Squires and Bates
ran a 7:50.7.
The women's 4 x 400 team of
Fadhila Samuels, Leeann Hayslett,
ChristiannaRiningerandGina Turner
ran a 3:50.81 in the trials, breaking
the Liberty women's 4 x 400m record

time by over two seconds.
Tolsma said, "Gina ran a 53.5 split
which was her best anchor ever. If
Gina runs as well in the 400m open,
her time will surpass the 55.0
National Provisional Qualifying
time. She will certainly be a contender in the ECAC Championships
on March 16th."
The girls 4 x 400m team made the
ECAC finalsatPennandrana3:53.3,
placing sixth.
Both track teams will run on Saturday, May 9, at the UNC Classic in
Chapel Hill, N.C.

Aaron visits Lynchburg
for children's charities
By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor
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Lenny Dykstra of the Philadelphia Phillies Is one of the
many key players who have been Injured this season in
baseball. Dykstra broke his wrist during the Phil's first
game of the year, which was against the Cubs. He Is
expected back in the early part of May.

Approximately 40 Big Brothers and
Sisters were thrilled when legendary
baseball great Hank Aaron appeared
for a 20-minute talk at the Lynchburg
Ward's Road Arby's Wednesday
afternoon.
The appearance was one of several
by Aaron as a representative of both
Arby's and the Big Brother-Big Sister program. This appearance was a
part of the Big Brother-Big Sister
program of Central Virginia's 20th
anniversary.
"Hammerin' Hank" as he was
known in his playing days said he was
happy to be able to return to the
Lynchburg area because it was such a
beautiful area.
Aaron told the kids about a boy
named "Skeeda" who Aaron served
asa Big Brother to long ago. Skeeda's
parents were on drugs, and through
the Big Brother program, Aaron was
able to save Skeeda from the same
lifestyle. Skeeda was removed from
that house and went to high school
and earned "straight As."
"Thai's what this program is all
about. Being a Big Brother is about
sharing, not adopting," an excited
Aaron said.
Aaron also feels very strongly about
the family being role models for chil-

Hank Aaron
Baseball's all-time HR king
dren, not today's professional athletes. "Role models should be your
mother and father. Be careful about
who you choose because nine limes
out of 10 the people you pick are
going to fail you," he said.
As part of the event, they were
served drinks and food and were given
a question and answer time with the
home-run king. They asked questions ranging from "did you break
Babe Ruth's record" to "what is it like
being on television?"
While on these Big Brother-Big
Sister promolionals, Aaron does not
sign autographs, and one irritated

young fan brought it to his attention
by asking him about it. Aaron's
reply was that today autographs are
such a big market and too many
times today people use children to
get autographs and then sell them.
"I've had kids ask me after I sign,
'how much is this worth?' If it's for
the kids then that's okay, but too
many times today it's big business,"
Aaron said.
Later that night, Aaron appeared
at the Lynchburg Red Sox game to
throw out the first ball.
Since beginning work with the
program six years ago, Aaron has
raised more than $6 million for social service organizations. There is
also a $20,000 scholarship that the
program gives out to young Big
Brothers-Big Sisters every year for
college tuition.
Since retiring, Aaron spends much
of his time working with the Atlanta
Braves as senior vice president in
charge of player development. He
supervises the entire minor league
operation. He also serves on the
board for Turner Broadcasting.
A year ago Aaron released his
best-selling autobiography "I Had A
Hammer" through Harper Collins
Publishers. Now Aaron is discussing movie rights for the book and
expects that to be done soon.
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Basketball recruits to improve teams LU football team
signs 14 players

By SHANNON HARRINGTON

Thompson, signed with LU last No- as a junior during the 1990-91 season.
vcmber, and the remaining three, Dena She was named to the New HampThe incoming freshman class for Freeman, Anji Stewart and Etacha shire All-State Team for three years
the 1992-93 LU basketball program Woods, signed this month.
and also broke the school's assist
looks to be a positive factor for both
DeSeagher, a 5-foot-8-inch guard record, previously held by her sister,
men's and women's teams. Men's from Lynchburg Christian Academy, Lady Flame Cynthia Thomson.
basketball signed one recruit, while averaged 17.7 points, 6.0 rebounds,
Thomson commented on her goals
the Lady Flames signed six.
6.0 assists and 6.0 steals her junior for next season: "I want to make as
For the men, Eric Pothoven, a 6- year at LCA. She was chosen to the few freshman errors as possible. lam
foot-2-inch, 175-pound point guard All-Blue Ridge Conference Team.
working (this off-season) to become
from Pella Christian High School in
"I'm extremely pleased with add- a back-up point guard."
Pella, Iowa, will join the Flames ing Jenni to our program. She will
Thomson also played on the same
basketball program next season.
definitely add to our team speed and team as her sister at Orford.
Pothoven, who was named Mr. give us another fine 3-point shooter. "(Cynthia's) the shooter and I'm the
Basketball for the state of Iowa, led Jenni had other Division 1 offers, and passer. We learned that we can
Pella Christian to two state titles I'm pleased she looked at Liberty complement each other very well that
during his high school career. He first," Lady Flames' HeadCoachRick way," Thomson said.
averaged 26.9 points, 3.4 rebounds, Reeves said.
Freeman, a 6-foot-l-inch center
4.0 assists and 4.0 steals as a senior,
Hopkins, a 6-foot-2-inch center from Lake Clifton High School in
finishing his career as Pella's all- from Southeast Bulloch High School Baltimore, Md., averaged 15 points
time leading scorer with 1,675 points. in Brooklet, Ga., averaged 9.5 points, and 11 rebounds a game during her
Pothoven also earned All-State hon- 10.8 rebounds, 2.4 assists and 2.3 senior year. She also played in the
ors for three consecutive years and steals during her junior year.
Ail-Star Tournament for the National
was named to USA Today's basketHopkins also excelled in academ- Association of Christian Athletes.
ball honor roll.
Freeman is another one of LU's
ics at Bulloch as she ranked first in
"Eric has been a major priority her class with an overall grade point academic honor roll recruits, ranking
throughout the recruiting process for average of 98.1.
third in her graduating class of 300.
us," Head Coach Jeff Meyer said.
"Dena is a tremendous athlete. She
"Beth exemplifies the true mean"We are excited to have him join our ing of a student-athlete. She exhibits gives us someone who can run the
program and believe he will provide excellence in the classroom, as well floor. One thing that I noticed from
us with stability."
watching her is that she improves
as on the court," Reeves said.
The Lady Flames will have six new
Thomson, a 5-foot-5-inch point every game," Reeves said.
recruits join the program next sea- guard from Orford High School in
Stewart, a 5-foot-ll-inch forward
son. Three of them, Jcnni DcScaghcr, Orford, N.H., averaged 16.0 points, from Whiteland High.School in
Beth Hopkins and Rebecca 3.1 rebounds,6.4 assists and 5.0stcals Whiteland, Ind., won the Johnson
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County Player of the Year award
averaging 14.0 points, 13.0 rebounds
and 1.8 steals as a senior. Stewart
madefirstteam All-County,firstteam
All-Conference and first team AllMetro. She also competed in the AllStar tournament for the NACA.
"I was impressed by the campus
and the coaching staff. I also like the
way the school supported the girl's
basketball program," Stewart said.
Woods, a 5-foot-10-inch post
player from Male High School in
Louisville, Ky., averaged 13.3 points,
6.5 rebounds and 1.4 steals as a senior. She was selected to the All-Tournament team in the state's district
tournament and played a key role in
Male's second place finish.
Male High School Head Coach Von
Macklin said: "I'm very excited that
Tacha chose to attend Liberty. She is
a hard worker and will give her best to
help the team."
This was only the second recruiting
class since Reeves came to Liberty.
"I am pleased with both the athletic
and academic ability of this class.
Their SAT scores range from 840 to
1240," Reeves said. "I do not want to
bring in kids who will not graduate or
who will be disciplinary problems.
This philosophy will not build a strong
program as quickly as others, but it
will build a long-lasting one."

Men's hoops hold annual awards banquet
By SHANNON HARRINGTON
Champion Reporter

The LU men's basketball program
recently presented team awards for
the 1991-92 season at an awards
banquet, held at the Radisson Hotel
in Lynchburg.
The Most Valuable Player award
was shared by center Julius Nwosu
and point guard Matt Hildebrand.
Nwosu led the Flames in scoring with
13.7 points a contest, and Hildebrand
led the team in assists with 127.
Since coming to Liberty in 1989,
Nwosu has improved each year. He
credits his success to hard work.
"I went to basketball camp in the
summer and played a lot of summer
ball. I also lifted weights which increased my strength," Nwosu said,

"In the future, I would like to improve
my contributions to the team to see
how far we can go."
The Most Outstanding Defensive
Player award went to team captain,
center Mike Coleman. Coleman led
the Flames in rebounding with 8.5
caroms a game. He also contributed
by averaging 9.4 points-per-game.
"With the success we enjoyed this
past season, there were obviously
many players who contributed to our
turnaround story, and it was most
appropriate to recognize those who
had outstanding performances
throughout the year," Head Coach
Jeff Meyer said.
"Perhaps the most difficult aspect
of the awards banquet was the realization that our captain for the past

two years, Mike Coleman, would not
return to our program," Meyer said.
Forward Keith Ferguson was presented the Most Valuable First Year
Player award. Ferguson contributed
to the team by averaging 12.5 points
and shooting 56 percent from the field.
The most improved player was Jody
Chapman. Chapman proved that he
could help the team off the bench by
shooting 53 percent from the field.
The Coaches Award, a special
award based on attitude and dedication, was given to Joey Thacker.
Andfinally,"Mr. Clutch," an award
based on free-throw percentage was
presented to Hildebrand. He shot 91
percent, ranking him fourth in the
nation among Division 1 schools.
Two other honors for the season

were presented by the Virginia Sports
Information Directors (VaSID).
Meyer was named VaSID Coach of
the Year. He guided the Flames to a
22-7 mark during the 1991-92 season, which tied an NCAA Division 1
record for the best turnaround with an
improvement of 16.5 games. The
Flames were 5-23 a year ago. Since
coming to Liberty in 1981, Meyer has
posted a 173-143 record.
The second VaSID honor went to
Nwosu. He was selected to the VaSID All-State team.
SomeofNwosu'saccomplishments
for the season include setting an LU
season record for blocked shots with
52 and scoring his career-high 27
points against both George Mason
and UNC-Asheville.

By BRIAN SPERLING

playing both sides Of the ball at Berwick High School in Berwick, Pa.
Labour, who was recruited by
The Flames football team has
signed 14 players to the squad for Temple University and the Univerthis coming season, including eight sity of Delaware, was named the
linebackers and defensive ends, four Offensive Lineman of the Year.
wide receivers and two linemen.
Rutigliano looks to fill his needs at
Head Coach Sam Rutigliano re- linebacker with the signing of Dacruited from eight states with four mon Bomar from Edgewood, Md.
players coming from Georgia. There Bomar earned All-County honors for
were two players each from the states his efforts as a running back. He was
of Texas, Maryland and Tennessee. the leading county rushed last seaNorth Carolina, Pennsylvania, Michi- son at Edgewood High School
Rutigliano also grabbed wide regan and Virginia are each represented
ceiver Brian Johnson from Edgebyasignee.
Rutigliano is hopeful that the team wood. He was a First Team Allr
has beefed up it's future defense with County selection last season.
Among the others added to the
these acquisitions.
Defensive end John Baker was the linebacking corps is Kelvin Cochran
lone in-state product that the Flames from Macon County High School in
signed. Baker, aproductofNorthside Montezuma, Ga. He was a First
High School in Roanoke, was picked Team, All-Middle Georgia player
among the Top 25 players in the state during both his junior and senior
at hispositionby the Roanoke Times years. ••'..•
& World News. Baker also starred
The Flames also added Chris
in basketball his junior year as he Christopher, an A11 -District linewas named to the All-Statefirstteam. backer from Crossville.Tenn. ChrisAmong the schools that recruited him topher was looked at by Vanderbilt
was Marshall University, which lost University of the highly-competito Youngstown State in last season's tive Southeastern Conference.
national championship game.
LU reached deep into Texas to
LU found someone who can play sign Carl Earls. Earls, from San
both sides of the ball in defensive Antonio, was an All - Di stric t an d AllCity selection.
back/wide receiver Lance Duncan.
Duncan, from Fayetteville, Ga.,
The other two signees at the linewas a member of the First Team All- backer position are Marcus Leggett
Region on both offense and defense. from Laurinburg, N.C., and Lance
Duncan rushed for 1,459 yards on Wilcher, a First Team, Heart of
202 carries (7.2 avg.) while at Land- Georgia selection from Soperton.
mark Christian Academy. He also
The Flames added a prospect for
caught 48 passes for 814 yards (17.0 the offensive line with the addition
avg.) along with 12 interceptions.
of Ron Frere. Frere, from Hixson,
The Flames may have a future Tenn., was chosen as an All-State
defensive standout in Matt Godfrey player by the Associated Press.
Among the wide receivers that
from Ellijay, Ga. Godfrey was captain of his 10-1 team at Gilmer County Rutigliano added was Joshua BurHigh School last season. He was ford of Dallas, Texas. Burford was a
voted the Most Valuable Player his First Team All-District player.
The Flames went to the Midwest
junior and senior year.
LU also found a player who can fit to sign receiverMaurice Jones. Jones
in at both defensive and offensive attended Marietta High School in
tackle in Chad Labour. He earned a Pontiac and was sought after by
spot on the All-Conference team for Marshall.
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CONOR A TULA TIONS ®RA O UA TE$!
Thank you Liberty!
We appreciate your support during our first year in
Lynchburg, and look forward to your return this fall.
Have a great summer!

WAL-MART

ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE
ON THE BRANDS YOU TRUST.
SM

3900 WARDS RD.
STORE HOURS:
MON-THU: 9am-9pm
FRI-SAT: 9am-10pm
SUN: 12am-6pm

PRICES THRU
MAY 10
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College tennis challenges LU player
By JENNIFER S. BLANDFORD
Champion Reporter

It takes a great athlete to play the
game of tennis, because it is a complicated sport which requires a great
amount of skill and agility.
However, overcoming these difficulties was never a struggle for LU
team member Danny Fariss.
Fariss began playing tennis when
he was seven years old after his older
brothers taught him the sport Though
he describes his family as very athletic, it wasn't long before he began
to outshine the entire family with his
playing ability. By the age of IS, he
had already begun to play in many
tournaments, and now he teaches
lessons during the summer at the
Boonesboro Country Club.
A native of Lynchburg, Fariss

graduated from Timberlake Christian
School, where he also played basketball and soccer. He was the school's
MVP in both tennis and soccer. He
was the captain of the basketball team
and earned Virginia Independent AllConference honors.
While he was still in high school,
Fariss began the school's first organized tennis team because he was tired
of playing team sports where the
ability of the team must be relied
upon in order to win. He added that
because his high school was not very
strong in sports, it was difficult for
them to win as a team.
"I always liked tennis the most,
because it is an individual sport. I
also liked it, because I was usually
pretty good," he said. "Playing by
myself put more pressure on me to do

well. If I screwed my game up, it was
because I did it, there was no one else
to blame for the loss. You either win
it or lose it for yourself. Sometimes
that's good. Sometimes it's not"
Fariss is currently a sophomore
sports management major at LU. He
has been a member of the LU tennis
team for the past two years.
During the 1991 season, he was
seeded third on the team with a 6-9
record, but by 1992, he had greatly
improved his game and managed to
claim the second seed. Fariss plays
both singles and doubles matches
but claimed to be better at singles.
Last season he combined with
Chris Johnson for a 7-1 doubles
record at the number two seed and
were 7-2 overall. Their .778 winning
percentage was the second best in

Liberty doubles team history during a
single season.
"After I got into college I started to
play with people who were better
than me, and I improved a whole lot.
It was a great challenge, and my game
really improved," Fariss said, explaining the reason for his improvements
over the past year.
Fariss sees his greatest asset as his
parents' support toward him and his
game. He explained that their entire
family plays tennis together and has
for many years.
During this past season Fariss was
able to play in the Big South tournament at Davidson, N.C. After the
tournament, the team ended the season with a record of 12-8.
Fariss saw the tournament as a
learning experience for the team and

an overall confidence booster for all
those involved. "The tournament was
alotoffun.butwejustdidn'thavethe
strength to compete with Campbell or
Winthrop. I think we played really
well considering theirability," he said.
As far as changes needed for the
tennis program to improve, Fariss
thought that many things could be
changed.
"We need to have new courts for
practices, and a women's team would
be a great asset When we went to the
Big South tournament, every other
school had a women's team. That
made us look pretty weak.
"I do feel that the program is getting better. Ever since we've been
getting scholarships, it's gotten a lot
better. The quality of the players has
definitely improved," he said.

Looking into the future, Fariss
doesn't foresee any opportunities for
him as a professional tennis great
"Right now my only goal is to
graduate. Hopefully, in the future I
would like to be involved in tennis in
some way, as far as teaching at a club
or maybe being a head pro at a club."
Concerning people influencing his
life, Fariss said: 'The two most influential people in my life would be my
oldest brother, Tom, and also Pam
Shriver, one of the best players in the
world. I also look up to Stefan Edberg
of Sweden. He doesn't get upset on
the court like me. He's a real timid
kind of guy in his personality and in
his game."

CLASSIFIEDS
WEDDING INVITATIONS
latest styles, budget prices.
Service Printing -1201
Commerce (3 blocks off
expressway - downtown)
845-3681 Deborah

International Strawberry leads LA
LU athletes
both on and off field
aid programs
BySHANAHUFF

played in Lynchburg in 1981, hitting
.255 in 123 games. He totaled 13
Voted Southern California's 1991 home runs and knocked in 78 runs. In
Big Brother of the Year, most know 1982, he was named the Texas
of Darryl Strawberry as a driving League's Most Valuable Player, leadforce for the Los Angeles Dodgers. ing the league with 34 home runs.
A newly converted Christian, Strawberry went on to join the Mets
Strawberry is married and has two in May of 1983. Before that time he
children, Darryl Jr., who is six and had hit .333 in 16 games.
a daughter, Diamond, who is three.
Strawberry played with the Mets
Although his baseball schedule for eight seasons. During that time,
and still finds time be involved with career highlights included becoming
Childhelp USA and other local a member of the 30 homer, 30-steal
charities. Each year, he, along with club, being voted to The Sporting
Eric Davis, hosts a charity softball News' Silver Slugger Team and their
tournament in Palm Springs to raise N.L. All-Star Team. He was also the
money for cerebral palsy.
first National League player to be
Strawberry begins the 1992 sea- chosen to start in the All-Star games
son with a long list of accomplish- in each of his first four major league
ments under his belt. He began the seasons.
season with a career total of 280
Strawberry signed, as a free agent,
home runs, hitting 172 over the last with the Dodgers on Nov. 8, 1990.
five years, and is one of nine Na- His brother Michael had signed with
tional League Players in the history the Dodgers in 1980.
of Major League Baseball, to recStrawberry was born in Los Angeord 30 home runs and 30 stolen les on March 12,1962, and later atbases in a season.
tended Crenshaw High School. While
Strawberry began hisfirstyear of playing there, he hit .371 and assisted
professional ball in 1980. Later the team in winning the city champithat year, he signed as the Mets first onship which was played at Dodger
selection during the free agent draft. Stadium.
He was the first pick in the nation
Shortly after signing with Los
and played at Kingsport He also Angeles, he was plagued with a
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By SHANNON HARRINGTON
Champion Reporter

The Liberty athletic recruiting
program has brought some very outstanding international athletes to LU
throughout the years in the basketball, football, baseball, soccer and
hockey programs.
Coach Bill Bell of the LU men's
soccer team said, "America has been
blessed with a rich history in sports.
Some of the most prominent sports
were invented and developed right
here in the U.S. and are now being
played all over the world.
'Take American football, for instance. There is now a growing trend
in other countries for this sport But
those countries did not just take up
the game and start playing. We sent
our coaches and players to help those
countries develop the game."
Americans also do the same with
sports like soccer, hockey and others
that are the national sports of other
foreign countries.
"Bringing an international soccer

player to a college is like this is like
recruiting a senior. (The international
athlete) has been exposed to the game
since birth," Bell said.
With the experience an international
athlete can give in a sport like soccer,
American soccer players will do nothing but increase their own skills.
Bell also pointed out another positive effect of recruiting international
athletes. At a Christian university
like LU, an international athlete can
be given something they can rarely
get in their own country, a Christian
education.
"Isn't it good to know that (an international athlete) is going back to his
country with the Gospel? Certainly,
as Christians, we can see the positive
effects this could lead to, especially
with new religious freedom in many
countries," Bell said.
There are more positive than negative results from recruiting international athletes. The best part is that
both parties will benefit from the
experience.

Sports Notebook
Golf
The Liberty University golf team
placed 13 out of 23 teams this past
weekend in Davidson, N.C, at the
River Run Golf Club.
The top finisher for Liberty was
Chris Turner, a senior form Oakton,
Va., with a combined score of 75-7376-224. Turner is just returning
from recent back problems.

Circus in town
The Clyde Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus will be at the Fort Entertainment
Center on Tuesday, April 27, through
Wednesday, April 29, with shows at
4 and 8 p.m. daily.
Tickets can be purchased at all
Lynchburg area Kroger stores and at
the Sears customer services counter.
Tickets cost$9 for adults agel3to61,
$4 for children age 12 and under, $4
for senior citizens age 62 and over
and an additional $2 for reserved chair
seats. On showdays, tickets will be
on sale at the ticket wagon on the
circus showgrounds.
Highlights of the 1992 edition of
Clyde Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus include Marcan's wild animals, the
human cannonball, Kristo's astrocycle, Baron Lilov's Russo-Carpathian bears, the Rodriguez family's
double flying trapeze, the Dielkas
.sisters, the titans of the teeierboard,
the Beatty-Cole Liberty horses, the
perch pole prodigies, Barrie and
Shelagh Sloan, mammoth monarchs
of the Asian continent and the circus
parade.

More than 60 performers and over
40 animals will be on hand to thrill,
amaze and amuse in a rousing twohour, three-ring performance.

Sports writers
The Champion is looking for
people interested in writing sports for
the 1992-93 school year.
Help is needed covering campus
sports as well as off-campus and
professional sports. If you have an
interest in sports and would like to
write about them, call Mike at extension 3403 or 2471.
A sample of your work would be
greatly appreciated, but not
necessary. A Christian Service credit
or one credit can be earned for the
service.

Baseball leaders
The Flames baseball team batting
average leaders after 41 games are as
follows:
Dan McGinnis
.400
Sheldon Bream
.384
Charlie Kim
.365
Mike Kreider
.354
Danny Brahn
.329
The home run leaders are as follows:
Danny Brahn
11
Beau Martin
5
Charlie Kim
4
Mike Kreider
4
Shane McClung
3
The RBI leaders are as follows:
Danny Brahn
48
Mike Kreider
31
Jeremy Tully
27
Charlie Kim
25

Sports Schedule
Baseball: On the road Wednesday,
April 29, at Maryland-Baltimore
County starting at 3 p.m. On the road
Friday, May 1, at Virginia Commonwealth starting at 7 p.m. At home on
Saturday, May 2, against Norfolk
State starting at 2 p.m.
On the road at the Big South Conference Playoffs on May 8 through

May 9 at the sight of the higher seeded
team.
If needed, at the Big South Conference Tournament at Conway, S.C.,
on May 14 through May 16.
Men's and women's track: On the
road Saturday, May 9 at the UNC
Classic in Chapel Hill, N . C ,
starting at 2 p.m.

Sheldon Bream
24
Runs scored leaders are as follows:
Charlie Kim
41
Mike Kreider
41
Danny Brahn
36
Joe Bonadio
31
Beau Martin
30
Victories leaders are as follows:
Rodney Ashby
5
Tim Collins
5
Rich Humphrey
3
Chad Fox
3
Casey Mittauer
2
ERA leaders are as follows:
Rich Humphrey
2.41
Chris Wick
3.45
Keith West
4.11
Rodney Ashby
5.03
Rob Egel
5.33
Strikeout leaders are as follows:
Rich Humphrey
52
Rodney Ashby
35
Casey Mittauer
27
Chris Wick
21
Rob Egel
21
Pitchers with shutouts are as follows:
Rodney Ashby
1
Tim Collins
1
Pitchers with saves are as follows:
Chris Wick
4
Keith West
1
The Flames overall team ERA is
5.39 compared to opponents 6.88.

shoulder injury early in the 1991
season. Despite missing occasional
games, Strawberry was chosen to
play in the 1991 All-Star game. It
the eighth straight time he had been
chosen to participate, but he was
not able to play because of his
shoulder.
However, Strawberry fought
back during the latter part of the
1991 season. He totaled 17 RBIs
and had a 13-game hitting streak in
July. During thistime,he had four
home runs and received his first
intentional walk at Philadelphia.
During the month of August, he
hit nine home runs and knocked in
28 runs, the eighth highest monthly
RBI total in Dodger history.
He also hit his fifth grand slam,
stole his 200th career base, was
voted National League Player of
the Week for August 19-25 and he
also collected his 24th career
multi-home run game. Strawberry
ended the season with 11 assists, a
team high for Los Angeles Dodger
outfielders.
This season Strawberry hopes
the addition of Eric Davis to the
Dodgers' lineup will lead LA past
the Braves and Reds for the N.L.
West pennant.

FREE

ALL

TUTORING: Certified teacher
would like to tutor in Kindergarten
and grade one. 9 years teaching
experience. $12.00/hr. 239-3338
after 5 p.m.
MANAGERIAL POSITION
AVAILABLE for men's basketball for 1992-93 school year. Prefer candidate with previous managerial experience or high school
sports background. Contact Basketball Office at ext. 2337.
FOR SALE: IBM-XT computer,
color monitor, printer, 10 meg
hard drive 5 1/4" drive,
WordPerfect, Lotus, etc. $700.
Kelly Butterfield 525-2560.
HELP WANTED:
Waitpersons at Emil's
Restaurant for day and evening
shifts. Some experience
required. Full or part time
available. Cashier, part-time
mostly evenings. Apply in
person at Emil's Restaurant,
Boonsboro Shopping Center.
CRUISE JOBS
Cruise Lines Now Hiring. Earn
$2,000+ per month working on cruise
ships. World travel! Holiday, Summer and Full-time employment available. For Employment Program call
1-206-5454155 ext. C 348
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Brake Special
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LYNCHBURG

CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

Dr. Larry G. McGlothlin
MEDICARE • PERSONAL INJURY
GROUP INSURANCE • WORKMAN'S COMP.

] Forest Hills Circle Behind 2900 Old Forest Road - Across From Our Old Location

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY
DOMESTIC & FOREIGN
„—• - — - 1

PROFESSIONAL BODY WORK & PAINTING CHIEF,
E-Z LINER FRAME STRAIGHTENING MACHINES
NEW COMPUTERIZED DOWN - DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS
SPECIALIZING IN

Mercedes - Benz
^GUAIT
JACUA
3725 WARDS RD
BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH

Domestic & Foreign
INSURANCE ESTIMATES

237-3111

